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fhis work d sorites in detail possibly significant

variables In the history eusd behsvlour of a group of patients with

predominantly obsessional symptoms, relates these findings to

pxwl us s*tidies, and discusses thslr implications# The emphasis

throughout is on factual description, and theory has been kept to
a minimum# Such en app roach is unfashionable in soae current

schools of psychiatry arid requires an introduction*

fro history ox' obsessional illness reflects the history

of ;aany psychiatric syndroms in sijowing what heads celled "the

premature crystallisation of spurious orthodoa&es*# Before the

natural history of the Illness sad its relation t < other syndromes

ixad been fully charted in an a. Sequa' e number of eases, theories of

jeyohopathology and psyohogenesls were developed and uncritically

accepted. The position in recent years In this subject reflects

la microcosm the following general description of psychiatry?

sThere is little appetite for the gathering of facts, arid wl^on Hey

are gathered control studies are not made* Hypotheses are reared

in a vacuum without logical basis ©fid are expressed in iapn else

phraseology in term which have not been defined"* (Mayer-dross,
Slater and Both, 1954} • The teforieooe of descriptive and

olassifioatory studies of groups of cases has been subordinated to

preoccupation with the individual case; but without study of the

features common to different patients the basis of scientific

method is absent? lacking facts no adequate theory can be

constructedj lacking knowledge of the natural history of a d reorder



therapeutic effects cannot "be ;eaaured adequately.

Despite theae strictures on theorising it is self evident

that any descriptive study must have some theoretical basis, a

selection from the mass of observable data being inevitable. In

treeing the natural history the choice is obvi ua and difficulty

arises only in selecting data relevant to an aetiologies! e iquiry.

It will foe the purpose of the review of previ us work to consider

what foots are of possible ira. ortenoe and how adequately they

have been measured in the past. She approach is a taultidlioan-

atonal one, liable to the cl ngers of superficiality, but avoidi g

t" e doctrinaire bias of a single theory. In neurotic illness,

moreover, a plurality of causes is no convenient assumption but
is supported by a large body of evidence (Slater, 1943) which,

while not detracting from the com lexitice of the problem, form*

a firm basis for adv&icene.-it. A descriptive enquiry seamed

justifiable in this subject, firstly because of the gape in our

knowledge mid disagreements as to what tee been definitely

established! secondly because a ijore general a preciation of the

value of statistical method and controls has Goosed inadequacies

in earlier work; and thirdly because the advent of new research

and therapeutic toola, e.g. electroencephalcgrsphy, elec*replevy

and leuootooy, has led to new possibilities of correlation with

older diagnostic citeria.
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Introducing his r»vim of tide subject in 1936 Lewis

said "I have been struck by the variety of problems and the

difficulty of stating them - it is harder to state the problems

olearly than to present the alleged solutions offered in the

literature1**. It is the purpose of trie present review to restate

there problems by providing an account of current knowledge* In

the intervening years the task lias become no less difficult#

HXfifrmcAh i •fin: "osim.

As early as 18J8 ' squirol described a case of "foil© de

do«te", grouping it with the * raonomanias* , but it we not until the

seccsd half of the 19th eentuxy that descriptions of obeeerioeial

phenomena became frequent, It is apt surprising that these

symptoms were well described before any delimitation of obsessional

neurosis was made, since obsessional ph«no?aena ere widespread in

mental illness and cowaan in the psychotic patients with whoa the

psyehiatriats of the time were mainly concerned* In 1868

G rieai. iger described three oases, Introducing the term

*£-ai:jgsvor®tellu gen" for compulsions to question, but the term

"obsession* was probably first t«$ed clinically by tore1 in 10(51*

In 1872 estphal described phobic symptoms in three oases C • latsangst)
and in 1875 the term !'folie do doute* me introduced by T ©grand da

Senile, who also drscribed compulsive actlone#

A definition of obsessional illness was attempted by

lostphal in 1877 with considerable success. He thought it

essential that the ayrapto s were involuntary or against the patient* a

wishes, that they were considered foreign by the patient, that



Intelligence was intact arid that conditions in which affect -was

disturbed were excluded*

An edequ«*e definition now current* (the next fern y are)
sew the emergence of obsessional neurosis as an entity* ill#

(1882) eo; ereting the eyta| toss froa insanity ami aielanohol is and

Kraopelin in the following year discussing "Sw^sxtcranfeung" as

belonging to his * general neuroses*« KyaspsliA incorporated

Charcot and iSagaan* s "onooatoraanie* (1885). described other

obsessional ayssptotas (33«r» lirungafurcht Kleidero; -gat) mid in

1JK34 dioorialnated forsally between obsessional 11 .loess and

obsessional insanity* namely obsessions occurring la dcjreceive

illnesses. In this year he gave a westerly dr.- ori ilea of the

obsessional ereoaality, noted that obseo locals were above

average in intelligence and saw that although the ay«pto?as oo-. Id

oi^iige frequently* anxiety was always reseat des lie su;,erfioial

oala and stability* this teaching and the *B<narance a year

earlier of Janet's ";,es obsessions et la psychasthenic* with its

unsurpassed deocriptions of e wide variety of obsessional

sy xpto::$a, marks the recognition of a separate diagnostic category

of obsessional illness ami the start of a still continuing

controversy as to the nature of obsessional symptoms and their

relations to other Illness# For this reason* together with the

.sultiplioation of publications in the reseat century the

historical approach la best abandoned . ere and further develo —

meats considered under the various sub-divisions of the subject#
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As lewis (1936) wao at pains to point out, a precise

doitnition of obsession Is crucial to any discussion of the

subject, the word often sing used in such a loose way that It
becomes meaningless# That usually accepted is by Schneider

(1939) who stated that an obsession exists whenever anyone

oamot exol de thoughts from consciousness, distinguishes them

as unreasonable or without basis, but is mastered by then*

Schneider believes phobias and different obsessional symptoms

can be distinguished but that all tliese phenomena have the above

definition as a core* Quoting Schneider* s earlier definition

of obsessions as "contents of oonaoiouaneso, which, whan they

occur, are accompanied by the feeling of subjective compulsion

and which cannot be got rid of though on quiet reflexion, they

are r oognised as senseless** bevia coKsaentod that he would

not ooasider recognition of its aenselessneos essential, bi.it

would add the feeling that one must resist the obsession as

esse itisl* Lewis1a rider is Implicit in Bhneidors 1139

definition quoted above in the phrase is mastered by them"*

This definition will be used in our work and it is well to note

its implications* first, the definition contains a subjective

element and it is impossible therefore to describe any be! svlour

per ee. ae obsessional# Thus in observing rituals it will be

necessary to establish s bjective compulsion and not rarely

anxiety or purpose before they can be libelled obse®?ional* For

example, the play of children, which always shows repetitive

features, is enjoyed by them and not resisted, and although often



labelled obsessional, should not "be. The term "impulsion" lias

been used for such repetitive childhood ayato;.aa which are poorly

or not at all resisted. Secondly, by this definition obsessional

actions will always be considered secondary phenomena, as reactions

to or defeases © aiast the primary feeling of 000 ulsion and thua

saotor symptoms such sa tics and stuttering, which sp; ear to be

primary, oannot be truly obsessional, even though s b^eotiv©

compulsion exists.

obsbs xoiol mhiroqis ats> lvm®t

The difficulties in defining obsessional, .euros-is cannot

be dealt with in s' ch a preols® if arbitrary way s& the symptom*

Obseeai nal symptoms, even with our strict definition, oocur in

normal persons and in a wide variety of mental illnesses and, their

universality excludes the for:»tion of any diagnostic category by

the criterion of their j resenos or absence. In addition we are

faced with all the general y.rob!ens of psychiatric nosology. As

Held (1957) has ointed out, the certainty of the uafemoos

warranted by on act of classification is inversely related to the

deterainatasiesa of its content and to the exactness of the definition*

"bus, if labelling a patient an ''obsessional neurotic" is highly

vague and nearly ea^jty of factual content little follows that could

be false, bat if we sharpen our definition too muoh its application

to any given case beoo ea uncertain. Faced with this dileoaa,
It is essential to remsnber that definitions are the tools of

enquiry and not its goals end for the present purpose a double

criterion is proposed*
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Despite the frequency of s/xptcn change in obseesiarials,

most author® (e*g* Zeals, -layer-Grose, Slater audi both, udln,

Henderson and QUld-;®!©, udln) agree that there exists a oontral

or nuolear group of pet lento la which the illness shows a tendency

to bsscm# "stabilised end systematic"# mheo« patients who satisfy

these textbook standards of oteesoiooal aeu«»is» are ao designated

In this work# If attention la confined to these cl aseioel, nuclear

cases, torver, the diago-'atloalty difficult oases &"e not pro erly

assess«# and the boundaries of the textbook syndrome remain

unexplored* For this reason the term obsessional irineae will be

used to indicate a broad category of oases in which obsessional

ay®,;:toma are aou'dnant la the olialeal picture# Thus, obsessional

no- <rooig will be used to refer to the so called classical picture#

to sof-ie ex*eat stabilised and systematic, ©winding any doubtful

or atypical or 000 and any o: son of ; syohosis or organic ilincaaj

wi He til© tera obsessional illness -will include a diversity of

-oaterlal, only stipulating the predominance of obsessional sy t a,

but not axel ding others and making no other assumptions m to

aetiology or olaaslfloation# The proposal then i® to haws a

vague category and a more rigorous category, the latter being i*

accordance with current and generally agreed tfM&ohlag#

q~- luxmst

She alternatives in the descriptive at 4y of obsessional

11'nose are to attempt to define what is central to the group,

seeking its oca on eharaoteriaHce, or to etudy the periphery of

the group considering the relation of obsessional symptoms to

other psychiatric syndromes* The first is the mala method of
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SriHIZOFrj&TIA:

A relationship between obsessional illness and

schizophrenia has been noted and discussed frequently. Obsessional

symptoms in schizophrenia are common, and developments from

obsessional illness to schizophrenia are described, as are transit

tions from obsessions to delusions. Studies in this area will

be described, leaving to a later section possible genetic relations

between the two.

Obsessional symptoms were found by Jahrreis (1926) in 11

of 1000 schizophrenics, and some of the psychasthenic patients of

Janet (1903) were probably schizopnrenics with obsessional

symptoms, Janet himself noted that 12 of the 3000 developed

psychosis and 2 hebeph enia. lore recently, Rosen (1957) found

30 cases with obsessional symptoms in 048 consecutive schizo¬

phrenic admissions to the "audaley Hospital (3*5 per cent).

Twenty-six of these patients were aranoid, and depressive syra toss

were common, The obsessional symptovas usually v;ere of early o .set

and persisted in the majority of cases after schizophrenic symptoms

had made their appearance.

Of the various writers estimating the development of

schizophrenia in groups of obsessional patients, Huller (1953) is

the most notable, his follow up extending over 24 years. His

fifty-seven atients yielded seven unequivocal and two debatable,

schizophrenic developments. In those developing schizophrenia,

the course of the illness was no different from other schizo¬

phrenias, but with only a brief initial obsessional, phase, the

psychoses tended to be severe. If the schizophrenia ran a benign



ocKim the preceding obsessional phase did not differ trm a typical

obsessional neurosis# but If the psychosis ran a amove course there

was particularly strong anxiety daring the obsessions! phase# r9he

first observation agrees with Stengel's opinion (1945) that

obsessive compulsive syn. toxi prevented personality deterioration

In schisophrenics? the second with the observation of lewis (1936)
that florid schtsoj>h*wfti»# ©specially in adolescents, ;asy be

preceded by obsesrtons or a atongy Isu erstive wind# awie

considered the*- the development of schisophrenic after a long

obsessional illness was rare# in 150 patients Poll Itt (1957)
found only one schisophrenic at follow up but there were easy o t~

patients and the mean follow up only 3*4 years# 2a Sudins series

with a longer follow up 13 of 130 obsessional patient© sere

established as aohiso; hrenio and a further treaty-five thought to
\

be doubtfully i cyahotlc#

the transition of an obsession to a delusion was formerly

considered rare# Stengel (1937 1945) contended that It was

not the obsession itself that was projected into a delusion but

the ?sateriel that the obsession had forrjorly controlled and had

represented in a distorted form, Aotual oaoos wore presented by

Gordon (1926, 1933* 1950} ami ooon (1957) noted the transition in

six of his 30 oases#

An attempt to find o'her relations t stween schisophrenic

and obsessional neurosis wan made by oolley (1930) who ooraiared

07 obsessional pattoots with a group of schisophrenics with

regard to introversion-extraversion, body-build# sex and course

of 11:? {less# He found similarities in the tendency for the
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found that tii half the group the illness began with obsessional

thoughts, and he is (1934. and 193&) found Indubitable obsessional

symptoms In at least one-fifth of his depressed patients and a

higher proportion in those with ag..tated depressions, hion

(1942) c'ieroribe® 16 cases of "anaaoastlo depression* in which

washing compulsions and fears of hurting others were the raost

frequent obsessional ay .ptoas, with ideas' of unreality and

tension and anxiety core on, ■ arly waking, a diurnal variation

i.i ayeptoos and anorexia were all < resent, establishing the

endogenous nature of the depression, briar to the 113 maa the

patients had. shown obsessional 3 ersonality traits, "lies®

illnesses ran a prolonged course to remission when obsessional

and depressive symptoms diaapveared aixau3 tsneously, iron the

description it is clear that these o oes are endogenous depressions,

with obsessional sy ..ptoras, and there can be no grounds for

◦lassiiying then separately, when no doubt as to the major

classification exists.

The liability of the obsessional personality to both

reactive and endogenous depressions is equally well known,

Slater (1943) records the incidence of the obsessional personality

in oost psychiatric illnesses and found it highest in endogenous

depression with reactive depression a close secondj the higher

incidence in both being statistically significant. One third o#

lewis* 0 depressive group (1934, 1936) showed obsessional

character traits, and many others have sclented on the association,

That obsessional personalities who develop an endogenous

depression sliould show obsessional symptoms is hardly snip islng.
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Our rmin. concern is with those ceraoe in which iagnostio d ifflenities

a ise# Polli' t (1957) in excluding E#d#T# respaiisiv© and doubtful

oases train his obsessional group points out that the differential

diagnosis between obsessional arid depressive illness la often

difficult, and Mayer-Gross et al (1954) drear attention to rare oases

of *recurrent endogenous obsessional neurosis* in whioh any

depression amy appear entirely seoondary# As tlioee oases any shot?

a regularity of oyole they consider that they psobably belong to

the manic-depressive reactions* &inos some writers olsia that

many obaes loml illnesses run a phasic course there ftp eors to be

grave difficulties in the way of separating such ft group descriptive-"

ly, but response to electric convulsive treatment sight be used as

a criterion* Follow up over a long period sai <ht illwainste the

IIUsual»x e.g. duller (1953) found two of fifty-seven obsessional

r«*ients to be • sole-depressive at follow up#

$m& mmm
Obsessional personalities have long been recognised to

be i rone to syapfone of anxiety and depression and phobic symptoms

are oocv-on to both obsessi-nsl end. anxie'y neuroses# fohneidor

(1939) # while admitting that both phobic and obsessional phenom¬

ena grouped around the ooro of his definition of obsecsi =n,

maintained that phobic 11 neeses could b® separated clinically

from obsessional ones and although transitional forms undoubtedly

exist the view is co manly hold. Kreepslia and Buiake considered

the,a to belong to the &■ m oyaiptoa complex but I'reud separated

obsessional seuroeis tram his "angsthysisrie* # the anxiety

illnesses in which the anxiety was attached to an external object#
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These phobic anxiety a*etes often reult but may develop into frank

obsessional Illnesses* %nlohel (1%4>) tracing such developments

described three forms of transition* (l) by intensity, th© phobia

compelling attention to an obsessional riant, (2) an obsession

developing irreoonoliable with the \ l\obia, and (5) fhe development

of a paradoxical obsession, e.g. a fear of heights 1 adieg to an

obsessional impulse to Juap free* theuw However, askind*a

observation (1951) that phobias occurred Li 48 per cent of over

700 neu o*ios shows their iTwyptovay in noa-obsesei*jnal oases when

the low incidence of the obaea:ional states is considered#

These clinter. 1 observations have received a measure of sii; port in

Eyssask1» (1947) feotorially educed "dystocia* in which anxiety,

obsession and depression are all included*

As a corollary to this grouping, obsessional and

hysterical symptom# have been viewed as sharply distinct if not

actually exol sive. Slater (1943 ' found obsessional character

trait© to be significantly lees frequent in hysterical patients

and obsessional, symptoms to be of below avera 0 incidence, although

not sixilficantly so. Kahn (1931) described obsessional mi

hysterical symptoms in association, but there is general agreement

that the occurrence is unusual. Although Slater*s evidence is

all that is available it 1g likely that the obsessional and the

hysterical ersoaality are usually mutually axel oive and that

symptoms of the other illness are therefore rare in eaoli.
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4. TMB OBSESSIONAL TfrJRSONAriTX

In this section the so called anankastie character, or

obsessional personality is discussed in terns of its use and

definition by clinicians, and in relation to obsessional ey ptoms

and illness, to the anal erotic character of psycho-analysis, and

to current personality research*

Although the term "obsessional", as an adjective

describing personality is used so frequently and loosely today

that it has become debased and almost meaningless, the existence

of a constellation of traits, allegedly stable, and forming an

"obsessional personality" has long been accepted by psychiatrists.

As early as 1909 Xraepeltn bad written of the pedantry and concern

over trivialities in. the premorbid personality of obsessional

patients and today the traits usually included in the description

of the obsessional personality are: "excessive cleanliness,

orderliness, pedantry, conscientiousness, uncertainty, inconclusive

ways of thinking and acting; perhaps also a fondness for collectlag

things, including money; sexual disturbances, though not of any

characteristic sort are can on" (Lewis, 1938). A personality

description of this sort differing in only inor details is

entrenched in most British and continental textbooks, although in

German psychiatry the anankastic character is usually considered

as a subdivision of Schneider's "selbstunaloheren" category in

his classification of psychopathy (Schneider, 1928)*

A rough and ready, practical typology such as this is

open to serius criticism on the grounds of imprecise definition

of its component traits and lack of quantitative proof of their
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coexistence and it is unfortunate that no attempts have been made

to investigate the concept rigorouslyj for example, by the use of

well planned questionnaires in large groups of neurotic patients

and controls. Lewis (1936) noted that the traits could be

restr cted to one field and absent in another; a person might be

over orderly, but not scrupulously clean and not a collector, and

he concluded that evidence was incomplete for the common assumptions

underlying the phrase "an obsessional personality". In its place

he formulated a typology of his own, staging that "to the "nuclear"

group of chronic severe obses ionals who have shown symptoms since

childhood, there correspond two types of personality - the one

obstinate, morose, irritable, the other vacillating, uncertain of

himself, submissive". Lewis' typology is a description of pre¬

morbid personality in a restricted group of patients in contrast

to the anankastic character, which besides its association with

obsessional neurosis is assumed to occur as a normal variation in

the population and to be found in other neurotic and psychotic

patients.

If the terra "obsessional personality" is accepted, its

relation to obsessional illness must be discussed. Of the 120

patients investigated by iludln (1953) ^0 per cent showed the

"self insecure" personality prior to illness, 30 per cent did not

and 10 per cent had compulsive traits in childhood but no other

personality deviation prior to the onset of illness. Lewis does

not give figures for his own patients but suggested that the

personality might be found as requently in other groups, one

third of his depressive series (l93-,i-) showing the traits and
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en even higher proportion of those with agitated depression*

duller (1953) eonfiraed the absence of the obaosrtonal personality

in so c of his patients* but considered that the "sore sever© the

abnormality of personality structure the wo severe the course of

the illness* Oorrelati -ns between personality traits and the

occurrence of the aysaptoeis ware calculated for LOO patients by

Slater (19**3) ♦ highest correlation (r « G*76)waa lot oen

obsessional traits and ay®ptaa»* other oorrelati am ranging

0*5 for both hysterical and paranoid to 0*39 for depressive and

0*19 for hypochondriacal traits. *51:18 work provides sirorag

evidence for 'believing that personality and Illness av,e tasre

c oaaly related la obsessional than in other psyohistrle illnesses*

but that obsessional illness may occur without an "obsessional

prwaorbid ■ aramality"*

The question of the aaalerotio character la beet

considered in Isolation because of its aetlologloal implieetloas*

: reucl's views are scattered through ©any of his paperb but he

tm t» the following sumary in the *!few Introductory Lectures®!

(1933).

*In the oo rse of studies of the rsgsniial phases of

the libido we have gleaned some new infbraatiott out the

formation of character* ';o have been made a are of a tried of

eha-aoterietios which are a.lrest always to be found together »

orderlinec s, faraLmoniousnstvS* and obstinacy, and we have

eoooluded fro® the analysis of .arsons possessing the® that these

characteristics prxjeed from the dissipation of their anal e>otiuia

and its a®: loyaent in other ways - we apeak of anal ohaxsoter**"
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thin iat«' prestation Is elaborated by Pealehal, (1946) «ho

atates that frugality repress: to a continuation of the axial habit

of retention,, otdsrlinsss an elaboration of obedie oe, and

obstinacy of rebellion against the environmental requirements

oavtring the reflation of excretory f..notions# It is obvious

that descriptively the anale-otio character is roughly equivalent

to the snsnixastio character discussed above, sad in psychoanalytic

writing the *er s analerotio and obsessional are often used very

loosely# The anal o aiaefeer differ® only in the aetiologioal

theory incorporated# As is well known psychoanalytic theories,

inol tdlng this one, are based on ationto memories and not on

objective observational and because of the s; eoial language and

dialeotio of the school many of its theories oaanot be afe to

yield testable hypotheses# The r©la:-i">n o. toilet training

practises to subsequent . ersonality structure would see-.* to be an

sanestion, but Orlansky (1>49) ia a review of the rslatl ** of

infant ca.-e and personality was forced to c n l do that information

in the field of sphincter training was too meagre either to sub-

staatiate or disprove the Freudian thesis. In a later paper

Sewell (1952) tried to correlate training prsot ises and ersonality

ratings at 5 years of age# The results were yredoolaantly .neg¬

ative, no differences being found between those with late and

early bladder ami bowel control or- between those punislied for

toilet accidents and those sole. The author's follow up of the

group into adult life will be necessary before the results can be

considered conclusive, and Orlanafey's eonci aioxis a,re stir valid#
: reudts theory of axial character must be ooasidexwd
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0001*110% and make® Me findings the teals for © vigorous criticism

of Eyaaneks failure to se: orate anxiety and obsessional neurosis.

In the field of oltoioal personality test® few original

findings sen be found. ersonality inventories frequently contain

a psyohasthenls male (e.g. the . >1. and Cattail) whioh takes

over the clinical grouping of traits uncritically. Using the

Y.A.V. Balken and ^a&acroan (1940) fbund that obeeetonals used a

large number of words, eeicolally adjeotlvea, and frequently

qualified statements and expressed uncertainty. ; 3toiler findInge

are described for the Rorschach, ?yle (190)6} lelieving that it

aa-ploa the obsessional character traits and not the features of

the neurosis.

In collusion it is clear that _eraoaa3ity study to this

field is negligible. fsyohologists have failed to differentiate

obsessional oharaotsr traits and syap to»as to their work and have

either ignored obvious c totcal faots or taken them over uncritically.

The work of Hamilton, oanaot be criticised on these grounds and

if continued saay prove helpful oltoioally to providing a novel

additional toil for classification.

5. itimiat. ma%m of opdg.' 1tw. hjhbss.

mwj&jjnm

Gosi: retentive studies of large numbers of obsessional®

are few. The only ones which deal to any detail with the natural

h story of the illness are by feels (1 36), duller (1953)* Rudin

(1953) ©v.d ollitt (1957)j 41though many otter writers deal with

details of the subject. As it will be necessary to refer

constantly to the work of those authors the composition of their
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samples will be stated briefly# ewio (1936) followed up 50 oases

of obsessional illness, both o-.?t and' in-pe Hants, over 5 years,

discussing course, outcome and family history, duller (1953) *ae

able to follow up 57 out of 4 otic ta, treated letween 1916 and

1941, over 20-30 years In the nsajority or cases, The average

age at follow up being 53, thle re. reseats the longest fallow up

an! the best guide to the effect of ageing en the obsessional state#

Of all the series, that of Studio {1951) to the saost detailed and

comprehensive, comprising 130 paHenta, the majority to-patient®
treated at uoioh# fhis study was of eases of 'obsessional ill-

nee# in the sense defined in the present work end included 85

doubtfully sychotic eases end 13 cases cstebliehed so psychotic

at follow up- and ones diaga aed m obsessional# The era, basis is

o.i geastlo factors but natural history ted oo me are also consider¬

ed to Bocm detail, PolHtt (1957) foilowed up 150 ceses, 69 in-

•atients and 81 out-patients seen in privet© practice* Only

obsessional neurotics wore considered end all doubtful or border*

line cases were excluded, natural history was carefully described

and follow u, was for e mean period of 3 • 4 years#

It is evident that these important studios fall into

two kinds* those of lie is ted dollitt considering "obese- ions!

neurosis* and those of udin end Miller considering "obsessional

Illness" i.e. a 'rider range of oases with obeeeolonal aypf'tosae

jswdtaatoaatj and to comparing toe details that follow this

fundamental difference in sol action sauet always be remer beared*

The other aajor survey to which frequent reference will

be ade is that of later (1943) on *fhe neurotic Constitution*',
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a "eaortpti*© study of 2,000 ailitaiy in-patients, the majority

neurotica. Only 20 of those patients were obsessional neurotics

but the material is helpfal in thin contest la providing ©©^.arable

doscri tive data for other neurotic illness,

The difficulty implicit in this iatro&iotory survey of

the directly relevant literature is that of sampling and classifi¬

cation. In the above studies the authors state with fair clarity

the nature of their sample and their nosological -.uethode* la

raany of the papers rem to be discussed no clear statements are

ade in this reapeot ®fjd in reepeot of selection and diagnosis

one is facet: with a fait accompli* Attention will be directed

to these difficulties as they arise.

TABU I; Imlc I Illness la Hospitals
1M&2S-

•eriea
Out- Patients In-P Uenta

T^o~*3eme Number ' Incidence
?er Pent Per Cent

Blacker & Gore (1953) 226 2,9 99

mutt (1957) 81 2 69

legistrar General (1949) - - 375

Boss A Rice (1945) 5 0,23 7

Slater (1943) ~ 20

Pysenok (1947) - - 146

3.1

4

0.7

0,2

1.0

2.0

"'able I shows the figures for in-patient and out-patient

populations that have been traced. It is clear that obsessional

patents are rare in both out and in-pj tient -rootice, the ember
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of out-p* tierita never exceeding 3 £•** cent, the number of in-

patients usually being less and depending on the type of hospital*

fhe Hegistrar-Getawpal's figures for mental hoe? itals in England

show the low figure of 0,7 per cent and the figure expressed ao a

percentage of neurotica admitted is still only 4#6 per cent,

Those of Hone and Rice (1945) relate to a naval hospital In war-

time and are surprising!,, low, although their figure for officers,

both out-patient and in-patient, ic higher, 1#<> per cent, The

statistics of ' 'ysenck & Slater are from a military hoe ital In

wartime and are similarly low#

fhe i*m sheet on rhioh Eysenek's *r>ime.osiona in

Personality* is based gives additional infbraetlon on the Incidence

of obsessional ayu. to',a> and ; .srsonalltjy Of the 5$300 males,
18 per cent were graded 'somewhat obsessional* in ersoaality,

2 per omt "veiy* and 5 par cant showed obsessional syitti tosasf of

the 2,000 females 25 per oent were *eomewh»t obsessional* and

4 per oent "very** and again 5 per oent showed obsessional ay Optoma*

Sister {194J) a* tempts to relate both obsessional

personality traits and ayraptosia to his diagnostic categories and in

the following table made from his results those figures which

deviated significantly from the average ©re marked with an

asterisk#
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f/*BT£' 2: 11-e Incidence of Obsessional Rernonaliiy & Syarptosio
"la c&*!e'':arlea7adaptod ffr^fl Slater 1943.1

"0teoSfiiofta3, ~ "5^j»as'toaal
Personality Sxm to ia.

Organic 15.7 0*0 s

Head Injury 9.2 » 0.9 n

Epilepsy 15.7 1.4

-ohisophrents 25*0 8.0 m

Endogenous impression 57.5 * 0.0 »

Mental defect 5.8 x 5.7

Psychopathic Personality 25.0 7.2 m

Anxiety Neurosis 20.6 1.7

Hysteria 14.6 a 2.1

Reactive 3e; ression — „J£kXM,. .... §1 *
Average 20.0 3.2

Slater finds obsessional ayuiptoas of "great rarity" arid

notes that the only group* showing thoa with any i'reQUoaoy are the

schisophrenics, the psychopathic j ersonaltties, end the reactive

depressions* One of hie moat striking findings Is that while

obsessional personality la very frequent in both endogenous and

reactive depressions, only in reactive depression is there any

frequency of obeeseional sv.. tjtoa».

-'roa the evidence available both obsessional eta*es and

to a leaser extent obsessional aya&toao ere rare in uyohla*rie

practice, whether in war or in peace, in hospital or la clinic*

ffels does not lan-an that the true incidence in the population need

be tii© sa::«# tengel (1156) sad suany others have stressed the

seoreoy of the obsessional -patient, and evidence will be adduced
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later to show that these pa* ients are si vwer than other neurotics

to seek help, and that isany obsessional neurotica deal with their

symptoms as best they can without psychiatric help#

3FX IKCIDEHJKt

She ino ideas* among raen and xmmn oerits consideration,

as in the past dogmatic assertions have been made, sometimes

insisting that women are more subject to obsessional illness,

someti ,es men. Table 3 shows the sex ino .denes in the largest

series found.

TAB; B 3i Sex Incidence.

•ollitt
1957

Registrar
General

. 1949
Rudln

1953
luller
1953

Blacker d
Gore.

... 1955

ale 63 181 55 37 129

Faisals 87 194 75 20 119

Per 0®it
Female 58 52 50 35 48

Average J or Cent Female * 51.6

It is oleer that the 1 arger the group the nearer does

the 'alei Female ratio a preach unity. ollitts figures are

biased by the fact that for the in-patients more female beds were

available. In the '■ill! Hill series (Bysenate 1947) them was an

eyual Incidence of obsessional states among en and somen, as was

there for hysterical illness, but in anxiety state© a slight excess

of .an, 59 par cant of raen, 44 tar cant of the wonea* The

Maudsley figures for 1949-51 (Blacker and Core) show the per oeat

females in different diagnostic groups to bet anxiety neurosis

47 par cent, similar to the obsessional figure quoted, but
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hysteria 68 er coat and reactive depression 64.5 per cent.

Breakdown of the figures quoted shows no divergence between out¬

patient and In-patient population**

The incidence of symptoms of an obsessional nature Is

likewise equal la ' ;ysnack* o materiel bit estimates of obsessional

personality in this largely neurotics sample show 29 per cent for

women and 20 per cent for raen. Earlier discussions of obsessional

illness (Janet 1904, Kudin 19535 generally favour an increased

incidence in wcesen. This let, reasion, seemingly still current

o.l inically may be due to confusion of obsessional personality and

Illness. Although fee figures q oted in relation to ,erso. ality,

the only ones available, suggest a higher female lucidenoe, the

difference is not sufficient to be significant, and subjective

ratinge of obsessional persona ity met be considered oautiously.

It may be that in psychiatric practice where involutional

degression in seasen is often encountered in association with an

obsessional personality (lewis 1934) a bias is easily foraed.

The available aeries for actual obsessional illness show no

higher incidence, although oet lack control material for other

neurotics treated or admitted at comparable feioeo#

eobiwm. tsgrxar jgg? USTATID aviAt

The celibacy and fertility rotes of mentally-ill

patients probably give a rough measure of social ami sexual

adequacy except that when the illness ©owasnsee early, and

even before puberty, the illness itself and not underlying

. arsenal ity characteristics amy reduce the nuober Of marriages.

Only two figures are available for celibacy rate but they are
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both tram lelstively 1atge series • 47,7 per oent of Rudta*s 130

azid 32,7 per sen* 37 per ooot w;en to the audaley Statist-

loal Report for 194&-51* fertility rates expressed as children

bom alive per Marriage am available for the same two groups*

Hudto 1,7, IS taker and Gore, males 1.6, females 1,3, As no

correction for duration of rnarriage is made the fe Hlity rafoo

carrot be con; ared with those available for the general population,

but are surprisingly low when cost arod, for instance, with Kallman* e

figure of 1,9 for institutionaliaed schisophrenics.

In the -audsley Statistical Report it is possible to

eot-sjere fertility an:: mipiiailty with other neurotic groups, So

different trends to fertility ®?e apparent oosa ared with anxiety

states, hysterica and oohiso; hrenice, There am definitely mere

alug] e caale obseaslortals than sale anxiety states or hyaterios)

single female obeeaeioaala ere as common an single hysterical

women and both markedly exceed stogie female anxiety states, Tha

high celibacy rates do not, hen,-ever, reach those found to schiso¬

phrenics (75 per cent male, 5B per cent female),
"udin alone considers a number of related factors. The

illegitimacy rate among the probanda and their children was

7,7 :«r cent, the com; amble figure given for the general population

being 14-15 per cent. Birth order, in conseotlon with which

certain vulnerable positions for neurotics have bean suggestad,

Showed no significant trend, The only other information in this

aiea that seemed of toportanoe to Rudin was an increased number of

marriages to which the woman was older than the man, but it is

hard to imagine what meaningful implication this could have.
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The low illegitimacy rate found can he considered e eoulatively as

Sue either to inhibited sexuality and a reflection of the low

fertility rate, or perhaps as an indication of the at rioter morality

cwmacsly observed in the obsessional ier»to&lity#

ilie problem of iaielligenoe in neurosis tea been oars*

fully Investigated and fully reviewed by Bysanek (1943 end 1947}#
He finds neurotics to score slightly below normals in R&rm'a

Matrices hut a&ntians thst in o-.vidian papulations neurotics have

often been found to be atom intelligent than normals* 4nalysiiig

his results to teams of his h aterla/dysthymia d-otiotoy he finds

thst to ten?* of intelligence hysterica arc most frequent mmooq

the lowest 10 per ©tat of the population while dysthymic* are more

frequent in the highest 10 per oerit, hut suggests that although tl*

difference is significant, it is not large ami merely indicates a

trend. Re also finds that on vocabulary testa dysthymica have a

good vocabulary relative to their intelligence, whereas h. stearics

ere msxtoedly inferior on vocabulary (see also Firsnelweit 1945)*

For the present purpose ' ysenok* c dysthymic group is an unhelpful

one, obsession*!* in small numbers being grouped with large numbers

of anxiety states and reactive depressions, an assumption criticised

by Hamilton (1957)* In a study coa aring equal numbers o£

obsesotonal neurotica, anadsty states and hysterica on Keren's

Matrices, Oattell 21 and SB and the Shipley Vocabulary, Slater

(1945) found that the obsesslonals had significantly higher

Matrices *ttfl Cattell scores than any of the other groups and

significantly higher vocabulary scores* In addition, the other
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groups did no* differ a:.iong themselves, a finding which eoafina*
in one respeot the owenisipllfieeticm of the dysttiyat* and hysteria

concept#

?he clinical l?;v resoion that nbasasioaals tend to be of

high intelligence was noted by Kraepelia as early as 1910 and

subsequently rej>eated by cany authors* Uudin (1953) found In

her 130 patients.that both intelligence and school rooord ware

higher than in a control group, and Oreenaere (1923) noted that

between a quarter and a third of her *36 patients were of college

or professional education status ■while only five ,atiants could be

considered dull* fhe work by Plater quoted roust be considered the

roost satisfactory in asethod#

SJQIAI. QlABgj

Janet (1903) noted that his psychasthenic patients were

a»re ooaon In private than in hospital rootice, and explained tha

difference as clue to the fact that, a certain d«gm of "culture

Intel loottrelle" plays a role in the development of the illness#

Subsequent work ©oaflras this observation and it is of course

impossible to separate the effects of social class frora those of

intelligence# udia (1953) carefully investigated social class

and found It to be significantly higher titan normal in obsessiooals*

their parents, siblings and children# oss and bice (1943)

reported a higher irwidenoe in Naval officers compared with ratings,
arid Slater { 1943) found an iocr-ased nu bar of non-co missioned

officers oo%ered with other ranks aaoag obsessions! patients

than other neurotics#
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To forra a detailed picture of the .natural history the

available data will be considered with regard to age of onset

(including childhood aytn tome) age when first admitted or seen,

type of course, and outcome* It cannot he said t1 at any of the

patients la these follow up studies were untreated, but considers*

tioa of treatment (q»v.) suggests the* prefrontal leucotorsy is

the onlv procedure having more then a transient effect on the

course of the illness, and accordingly it is Justifiable to

consider the course taken by ell non-leuootomised -patients a©

representative of the natural course, This ®snu.-ptioa ha© also

been made by those authors whoa© series Included leueotomised

cases.

Obsessional eyrsptoae begin at an early age. Of Radios

patients symptoms began before the age of 20 in 17 per cent,

before >0 in 81 per cent and before 40 in 88 per cent, ollitt
*

1957) found the average onset of sya. tssas to be aged 20 for men

and 22 for woaan, with 63 er cent ha.log eya,.ta:iB before 25 yee^s

aid 97 per cent before 45, Greenaore (1923) found that acute

symptom begin most frequently between 21 arid 25 years but that two

thirds of patients give a history of earlier wilder disturb®.ces.

Infinite symptoms in childhood are oo® on, Those of

PolltUs patients with a history of previous atteaks showed a peak

iiscideace at age eloven to fifteen, while 35 per cent of Ruftiifis

patients had ay® toas before 15 years, Of the 86 patio its of

Greenaors, 64 had a history of ritual behaviour before puberty but

only one of thirty nonsal controls denied similar symptoms i«

.ohildhood. It Is probable that in this last paper ritual activity



without subjective resistance and 1harefore not truly obsessional,

is feeing described* 'That this la m is suggested by the work of

Benua (1942) who found 62 children ahostfuzg obsessional phoaomena

ia the broadest a>"nee (including "impulsions* or unresisted

syraptoms) but oonsidered only four of thea to be suffering -from a

true obsessional neurosis* The emm author followed six oases of

ohli.dhood obsessional necrosis to late adolescence and found two

to be probably schisophrenic, two to be developing a severs ohroaio

obsessional state, end two to be well, ha log oaffsred os»ly a short

benign episode* "nfortiviStely .no foil'* up studies over a longer

jeriod ere available for children*

Despite the early onset the obsessional patient is

neither admitted to hospital early nor seen earlier as an out¬

patient* la post war figures for the audslsy Kesg&tal (Blacker
& Gore, 1955) the average age whoa first seen was 33*2 years for

men and 34*7 years for woman* '^ery similar figures were obtained

for anxiety neurotics but female hysterics were younger when seen

(30*7) end male hysterias older (35*7) Hud in noted that 4S puz>

cent were admitted before 30 Kid 65 ?«r cent before 40, and the.

average eg© of inoapsotty in Pollitt* s cases w*u 33 years, three

quarters being incapacitated before the e e of 40* In the letter's

patients the average duration ffosi onset of U nose to incapacity

was 4*7 years, but titer© wars wide variations. The long period

intervening between onset and seeking advice reflects the seoreay

and self blame of "the obsessional pa*lent,

Th© prognosis in these disorders has for long been thought
1

poor* F&rr and Stewart (1942) in a lengthy follow up of in-patient
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neurotica oo dude that oompulsive patients heve a grave prognosis,

partly because of the number of psychotic developments* fhe snore

on«M follow up studies excluBelvely oonoeanned with obsessional

patients, draw a mors optimistic . icture. Lewis (193^) followed

50 patients at least five years after treatment and found one

third sysptoen free, one third improved, and one third unimproved*

Budin (1953) found the outoone less satisfactory, with an© third

running a long progressive course to end states of severe inhibition

and inability to work, on© third uni.;j roved and stationary and the

remaining third notably itaj.-roved, with 14 per cent of the latter

apparently oored* Despite these figures only 42 per <jent -were

unable to worlc at the time of follow up* fullers follow up (1953)

extended over twenty-five years, the average age of the patients

reaching 55 years at the end of that time. Sixteen of the fifty-

erven wore symptom free end over half were improved, In a audi

shorter follow up, Pollitt (1957' found 70 per oent eyaptoa free

or "able to carry on a normal life*, the figure dropping to 64 .or

cent when the follow up period exceeded 4 years*

In addition to good prognosis Lollitt found that ha" f of

his patients showed an episodic course with an average of two

previous attack© before the one bringing the patient under

observation, hlle most writers stress fluctuations in course,

usually eoirtaiding with environ ent&l stress, few others have

found a troly phasic or episodic course comm. duller mentions

the occurrence, and associates it with good prognosis) Budin

states explicitly that less than 15 per cent of his eerie© ran a

definitely phasic course, although of the 83 per cent running e
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bo a suggestions of this p opened division oan "b© aeon and a

sough division which la not merely quantitative can b© aa>3e

between oild and revere oases*

E$^qfS OF

therapy erits discussion for ite own sake end because

It Is ie$>ertant to estimate its effect on the natural course of the

disease* free of the treatments to be discussed have "been investi¬

gated rigorously with controlled studies and the practical diff¬

iculties of doing so are great* asking such studies, and being

unable to predict with ao.it dimes the natural course of the ill¬

ness in the individual oase, the effects of any treatment are

bard to assess* la addition problems of classification are

present in this field, ao elsewhere, and there la often do-tot as

to what is being treated* nevertheless much valuable work has

been den© and knowledge of the effects of psychotherapy, drugs,

eleotro-oarw ilsive treatment and prefrontal leucotoay will be

reviewed*

fbe evaluation of isyohot!^erapeutio result© La any field

presents almost insuperable difficulties and few ecnv nolng figures

are available* For oboes ional illness the on?y report is %

be-is (1936) who found that of 31 patients treated in hospital

with supportive therapy the ajority did well, but t at 17 pftients

who led move intensive psychotherapy of an analytic kind the

laa^ority did badly* lev-is believes that the latter group

contained raore difficult oases, which may explain the results*

There is agreement arnng analysts that obsessional patients are

difficult and time co su-sing to treat mid i«nlohel (1943) diaoussea
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the reasons, enumerating the obsessional' s difficulty in co-oper¬

ating with the betels analytic rules* Smaauel tiller (1950)

suggests prolonged personality study prior to analysis to exclude

reyohosis, and feels that compulsions and ruminations are extrensely

difficult to treat but that milder phobic states nsay yield*

Crlover (195k) la discussing indications for analysis places

obsessional character cases and the '"average organised obsessional

neurosis" in the group of oases "in which substantial improvement

•say be expected but where tiiere is no certainty of cure"* "Pure"

obsessional neurosis he considers extremely dif-loult to .resolve

"and oom only required a lengthy at»,lysis - up to four years in

•many oases** Looking further evidence m conclusions om be

made* there is certainly no proof thai . «ychoaaalyois benefits

the obsessional mors than conservative and less time consuming

teci nicies* It ha© been remarked "by writers fro® Janet on, that

the obsessional benefits from dioousslon, reassuranoe mid regular

out-patient at'end&jos (Kennedy, 1951)#

turning to physical methods we find "the thsrapsutio
\

confusion at least as great in obsessional illness as in any other*
%

(Slater, 1950)* He expresses the opinions of most . oyohiatrists

in saying that insulin ooraa therapy is without value and prolonged

narcosis only helpful when the illness has been worsened temporarily

by environaental pressures* Kleoirio convulsive therapy does not

help the true obsessional and nay increase anxiety (hermedy (1951)#
argent and Slater (1950). Hobson (1953) in studying prognostic

factors in eleotrio convulsive therapy found that an obsessional

■premorbid personality was a significant favourable feature but

that there was a slight negative association between obsessive-
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compulsive ayrartocas and good prognosis# Uesults with thi tron-

quillising drugs have been equally disappointing# ?r«th0*Stt

and Soott (1955) describe a control' ed trial of chlorproraanine la

obsessional and phobic out-patients and conclude tha* in the

control of classical obsessional compulsive symptoms the Snag la

unhelpful, although ao:m phobic ampte 0 and ruminations seemed to

be partly relieved, Preliminary report® of nmmr tranquillizing

dr-uga do not premiss any advance#

there remains p efrental leuooto^# Jarly reports cm the

operation suggested that obsea ionals were the best of all candidates

for the operation but later ex, erieoeo has led to sere caution.

Freeman and ■atts (1950} had good results to $5 p§y cent of 85

patients treated by the standard operation, and fair remits in a

further 35 par cent# Slater (19550) reports 22 coses Hollowed up

for five years, of who® nine recovered ant! all but two improved,

artridge (1950) personally followed up 24 oases, all. straightforward

obsessional neurotica, severely ill, and soaso of long standing#

"'her© '.vacs one operative death and of the 23 regaining, one was

unimproved, 2 Hade taodsra'e gain©, 9 substantial gains and 11

ears very good results in every way. 3%pard (1956) reports

on 51 oases lir • 5| years after rostral o ©ration# His cases

ware milder, and alt< sough all had dominant obsessional ay ptotas

only 5 bed entrenched rituals# Outcome was go d in 15 cases,

fair in 4 and poor to 11#

Both Partridge (1950) and Plppard (1955 and 1956) try to

relate openativ© eutoocae to syopten© and history# : artridge

found that ruminations yielded more than ritualistic behaviour and
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the relatives the divergence in findings end the author's co... .oats

point to very different diagnostic standards, ©0. ooially in the

aesesa-oeot of obsessional personality#

In their conclusions, too, the authors dif.:er« hmds

(193^5 cautiously refrains fro making any in the absence of

controls, fuxenburgsr considered obsessionals as belonging to

the ©ohlaorbrenio group but noted the presence of strong cyolo-

thytaio trends ami though'- that the eoHftiaattoa -right be ot

importance, liram (1942) found a sirjaifleafttly Increased incidence

of obsessional neurosis and abnormal personality in the families

of obsessional# and also found t .at there wes a relationship

between eanle depressive illness &i«3. obsessional Illness, udin

(1953) in the east careful and detailed of these studio® finds

that in the families tie incidence of obsessional illness and

suicide is greatly increase, over the geeterhl population and the

incidence of aoi iso^urania and af.. active illneao slightly increased,

Hudin concludes that there is a genetic predisposition to the com*

pulaive reaction in the form of a polygenically «ier»i*UKl pri ary

dysfunction showing c >ntinuous variation and brought into play by

a variety of precipitating factors.

In view of their :any failings, the tabulated findings

of these studies and the conclusion® offered must be freaked with

reserve, Certainly there is no evidence supporting a simple

genetic t; eory and If '.udias oonclueicn is correct and continuous

variation exist®, acoura*e genet io invest.igaf ion must await the

development of accurate :aethods of personality invest lotion as

no measure of actual obsessional ill:100s will demonstrate tie
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familial tendencies sod prseent iusthoda of efsseoailng obna»6i<aial

personality traits am too subjective* ^h© finding# of swlstlon*

ships with i^ohotio illness suggest that farther investigation

with control figures for other neurotie sreopo will be worthwhile*
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^"y J'utory aflaa* agta8t

| 3! nfcSERXBB | g lw
%4
o

r

c
3If i If IllsOrt | iQH | O Z, Q *

Luxenburger
(1930)

124

LSU,

66*0
»

10.0 6.0 m m m

<*lo (1936) 50 26.0* » 4.0 m m 37.0

Brown (1942) 20 50.0 7.5 m ** 7.5 32.5

Kudln (1953) 130 40.2 4.6 «* 0.4 3.0 4.6

Brown (1936)
(controls,
normals. J

31 19.4 - m m «e 12.9*

fslater (1942)
(all neurotics)

StQQO 55.7 • 4.4 - a* m

(2) SIBIUXJa - all Us-urea ex; reooed as i1

Luxentourger
(1930)

124 «• 6,0* 6.0 - m m

levia (1936) 50 33.02 «* 6.0 • - 21.0

Brown (1942) 20 35.7 7.1 . m 1.8 19.6

Fudin (1953) 130 19.1 2.3 ~ 1.5 0.5 2.8

Brov.ii (19^6)
(controls,
n>r.ala.;

31 10.6 «e - m ** 8.9*

Slater (1942)
fall neurotics)

2000 55.7 m 4.4 m . 4*

fo->tnotei
k Includes obsessional ;«resanal tics,
♦ includes anxious unstable persoaalitlee*
2 totals "treated for ivmronita/or in mental heepltale*.
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The importance of preci listing factors ■eras considered

in the series of fiudia (1953) and telliti (1937). *u$in found

then to be important In 75 130 esses, 24 occurring in child¬

hood, 22 in adult life end 29 in both period*. Pollitt classified
the 11-ecipitaking factors in 93 oases and, ooa-.eriag them with

those ax a series of non-obseou-iaaal A'J^.eaXmm, found a p ©pond-

ereaos of sexual precipitating factors in the obsessional patients,

"ieath of a near relative"' war: also a more jfMfMttt precipitant

in the atMHWsional oases. It is of interest that 1 idto to

formulating a genetic tt eoiy of aetiology stresses the importance

of precipitantsj but lacking controls for other types of

neurosis it is not easy to evaluate the importance of these factors.

6. Mm Houn-JM to Kr.Tga Bnp-aa»fu3osu
i

'•any facts are established, end considerable agreement

•aaong cutters exists in the fields of description, aetiology and

associations.

Sesorlptlve studios agree on a low incidence in both

In-patiente and out-patients, no prepao&Mrsnos of one sent over

the other, a high celibacy ru*© in those affected, and higher

than average intelligence and social class. The illness is of

early onset but symptom I.me been pr'-seni for sua© time before

treatment is sought. Of the thcx-apiee available prefrontal

leuootoay is the only one to have any peraaansat effect on the

eourse of the illness.

Of the ©etiological investigations, family s4udieo shoe
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an imrtmm in taenia! illmm of all kinds #• one, relatives but no

simple genfti« explanation is i-oo- ibl®, 2Slec*roeooephalograjhio

abnormalities have been found, and a higher correlation between

eyaptoaia and pns~asoffeidi ;:»remtdity traits than In other ayi'sdrotaesf

both aug eating t at ooaotitutioaal factors are tororient*

Annooiattoia wit; orgrnto nervo s illness, -renin t

affective illness and neurotic -illness of other type arc too

fully documented to leave any doubt as to tiieir occurrence, but

there ia lees information on the frequency of o oh associations*

fheir occurrence is ia keeping with the ftnflinji of faslly etwdies,

atsd both reflect the #if. .eulty of sharply delimiting obseaoi nal

lllasss*

that positive finding® should be fee is due largely to

the small eaount m mwk that has been devoted exclusively to the

jobless of ooseeoional illness* Xa audh of the research oitefi,

data for lasgse psychiatric populations are available, but the

obsessional , atieais in the® are so few, that the findings for

then have no oigaifioanoe. both tlseae ftdliopi of course,

are the result of the low incidence of obsessional illness*

Of the work available two criticism} cm be sads*

First, may findings cannot be evaluated because controls are

lacking. She data quoted, as p- eolpitmts, childhood cyvo-tom

and fasily histories cannot proiearly be interp'Oted lacking

results for coss; arable groups of nortaala or otter no rottoo.

Secondly, tise series of obees&lonal patients considered differ

in ,-ethod of aeleotioci and in the diagnostic criteria used.

•■en different groups contain widely differing i roporiioaa of
* .. . . , .. . ritv of the oases almostout-patient© to in-patients, the save.
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certainly differs, If the eoja^osltioa o. difftoreat groupe la

tecKsl, end t' a criteria of diagnosis fflftie explicit, then
differences in other findings can be coshered with profitj but

if these feote are r*at stated, interpretation of the findings

Id ispoeeii-le, Slffieuliles of this kind have been evident

in interpreting tiie results of leuootoay, evaluating the natural

h~stoxy end assessing the incidence of associations with, arid

trmeittons to ether illnesses.

In view of these diiYioulttea «Ki defleieaoee 'in the

work rwimtaQ it ie not aarj^iiLug that avmp staple probleac

xtzmia unsolved or that m<jor oontradPotions can be found in

coopering different results, the -r-oot obvious problea end that

of oast urgency qoiiMskm the natural course of oboeo~ioaa2

illaesa, iiely different eatlsaatoe of the type of coarse and

outeo a are reported, and, while it is suggested that sseoy of

the differences are due to difference in sailing, thia Iiee not

been established end the whole issue Is urnlear, 2t follows

that the results of treatment, r*rtiau2*v3y leaeetoey, are

difficult to judge, $o at.-aeure the benefits of the operation,

ouoos v:«ae% be compared with crises of alallar severity not treated

by leuoatefeiy. Although eleotrooaivuletve therapy is agreed to

be of no value, no information exiots on its effect ©a thoee

borderline cases between obsessional and -;®aio depressive ill¬

ness vhieh have been teroed "endogenous obeeesioa&l illness".

Other issues arts unclear, Ifo data arc available to

oatrpare the iacidtiioe of ehl&fcood ayta to»as and precipitating

factors wit" other neurotic HIoBsase, Because of poor control®
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and ariteria family studies haw many defioieooea# Tba 1#B#G-#

abnormalities reported are based on small numbars with poor

standards of classification# Studies on pie-morbid ;. ormonality

give widely divergent results and trie views of beoia a?.« at odds

with the snore a nveatlanal apj roach of others#

The present investigation r/ai planned to investigate

these problems eat] avoid aon» of tit© criticisms made above, and

differs In two major way® from previous work* firstly, only in¬

patients ere considered end secondly, oomrardtive data for other

neurotica is used for control pur<once#

Admission to hospital ensures oases of at least moderate

severity, and it can "be assumed that such a group wil give a

r' liable picture of the natural course of severe cases# In

hospital a detailed record of the individual® day to day behaviour

can be made and more detailed case taking la possible than in saost

out-patient clinics# A® many in-patients have been ill for a

long time prior to sdcussioa it is possible to study the course

of the illness retrospectively so wall as by follow up# Ia-

patients provide the saoat suitable material for a study consider¬

ing the problems of association with other Illnesses, especially

peyefeoees# Against these advantages must be placed the objection

that an in-pa+ient sample is more 31 ely to contain chronic as

well e® more severe cases aid accordixigly give a biased vie*? of

prognosis and the results of therapy# For prognosis, the object¬

ion is valid? but b does not apply to therapy, as not all patients

were treated in the ease way and it is possible for example to

compare those leuootoQlaed with exactly comparable patients wtio
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refused or were not treated by Is- ioototay# It ;.my also be objected

that severe obeeeeional neurotics my differ to other ways as yet

unknown frora a sample of oat-pattents and itt-pat* "Mats, Again

the objection la valid but can be turned to gccd account by compering

the results with those obtained to "mlaed" populations and consider¬

ing in - hat way the present group is stoilar and to what way die-

elflAlar# the advantages to be gained from studying a taore homo¬

geneous sample outweigh the £ov- d.sadv&ntego®.

?he serae data ascertained for theee patients was collect¬

ed for one hundred hysterica and one hundred anxiety states, all

in-patient®, in an exactly similar way, with the result that it

la possible to compare the obsessional patients with other

hospitalised neurotica* Having two control groups it is also

possible to find which group the obsessional* taare closely r amble,

a point of interest because of the centredictoxy findings of

Syaenoie and Hamilton, (see Hamilton 1957} sad the lack of clinical

information.

In brief, the research lea three purposes! first, to

describe in detail a group of obsessional patient#) oecoxaS, to

compare them with other in-patient neurotics) and third, to

compare then? with previous series to find to what way a purely in-

pa* lent sample differs.
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1. TSE.. a xz) imTruxsib. a A.a<pfo

ibe group under s^udy ooaj-riaed those &j pa*ieats knitted

to Griehtor* i*oyal la the years 1%6 • <936 who were classified m

suffering fro® phobic or obeee local etatea* The olaaeifioation

in use at the hospital during this period was on ab; reviated fern

of the international ol•eoifioe*-ion, ami the "phobic reaction'"
and "obaeseioaal reaction* of thia eyatec were condensed into one*

It was knows, that the general $ raotiae in the hospital was to

classify phobic atatea under anatie'y etatea when other neurotic

ay .v; tarae were present and it war n.-tiaipeted, (correctly t as will

ap oar; f that £0- puro phobic atatea would be found* ' lose

alld phrbic and obaearioaal illness rarely .sr-xta ad t eelon to

hospital, since no out-1 clients were oooaidered, and Since yhoblo

anxiat cases would be classified usually under aiuuefy r«aatlonet

the group was resumed initially to be a aaa; 1® or eerloue oaaes

of predominantly ofeeearional illness.

i'ttll ease records were available for these patients

and those oases adeitted during the last three ;.ears of the

lortcxl had been examined peraonally, while the uiajority of tlie

earlier aaaea wore exo-.slned by the author during the follow up

etudy or during roadaiseicae* In addition all cases which

prosentad any diagnostic difficulty had been diaoueaaS at staff

meetings and conclusions acted* ' rtrr. a prelloinary survey of

the case roaerde it t;8» clear that It would be possible to obtain

information for all cases on a variety of details* The only

ouder ispoaad on the notarial aa a whole was the diagnoeta of

each oe.se on the total impression fro® the record into one of
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sis categorise which are named and defined below* In those

patient® net personally examined these *sub-diagnoses" r ere

ejcpreoood by the original eychlatrlsts, implicit in their cements

a d for rula*Ions, or elucidated 1 discussion with them,

Phe oaieioriee used wars*

(1) huro ohsmr-ti^ml~amt, nljeive. ae. i reals -

the classical or nuclear group, typifyIng the textbook description

of obsesatonal neurosis* obsessional a:«S ooarttlsiv© sj-xiptsas giving

rise usually to a sustained symptom complex with m ©videoos of

psychotic disttarbaaoe of thought or aooi, organic nervous illness,

or other neurotic symptoms* "ases in any way atypical were

aatoretioelly and strictly excised from this group*

iil—i^iq, °-v,, ? -

Tfela category was used for those oases with predominantly "noble

and n»inatiws eyapteas, with minimal or absent raoter symptom,

ana m psychotic or organic signs# An in (1) atypical maem

were s'rlctly excluded, As explained above, few phobic a..x ety

states were expected but it war ant olpated that in the ro-aini^g

oases difficulty would be experienced in secreting severe phobic

snx -sty reactions fiw ruminative ones, 2Thi# me not borne out

hi practise, as will be shown, but was the assumption underlying

the use of a combined category*

■(3)., , -

As the group contained only ia< etients, it war anticipated that,

this would be a ssoful category, and its use had a javxjedent in

Rodin ■( 1953) • It includes those esses in Milch symptoms

suci'estivo of schlscr hrenia were found and la which there was a
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iBeeaur® of cfisa., rs®eat, flusong the seiiioal ats.fi', regarding

differential diagnosis but final classification as obssfn ioaal#

Many of these sees, too, were p;esanted aid the die nostio

problem fieouMSd at eliruoal meetings# the saost qqwmm

difficulty leading to inol slon was doubt m to the resistance

felt by thf patient to hi® oboes lam or as to his recognition

of their absurdity# It was prtmami that thia group would

yield any schisophrenic developments found at follow up#

(4) 1th af. cotlve features »

defined as those patients shoeing a sustained taoad change •

invariably of a depressive nature! the category wan designed

to explore the borderland between obsessional, neurosis and <$udo»

geno a depression with obsessional features <• the 'endogenous

obsessional neurosis* of .ayer-d-ross, Slater and loth# Factors

such as early waking, diurnal variations in symptoms# and

obsessions with a depressive content were considered la selecting

patients fnr this group#

l.s),, :^wel?j£m& *

^hoee patients do while having preuo slnantly obees.-.4>xiaX syvnptoauk

could not be included in the other grours# I'hey iiicluded patients

with atypical features, e#g# hysterical eyapt©.'.as# obsessional

personalities falling 11 from other causes, oases with unequlvoeal

organic nervous disease, and aatieoolal perecnalltlee#

*'hese clinical divisions were made on the basis of the

total lanresslan of the patient and before the detailed descript¬

ive data were transfes red to cards and analysed#
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CQgn>QISt

\'br the majority of the finding control data ft»r patients

suffering frou anxiety neurosis and hysteria is presented* One

hundred consecutive (3.,®a ©rgea classified as hysteria and another

hundred classified as anxiety neurosis, both com easing 1951 wm

token, arid their ©aae records examined* fhe date war. ©elected

as tiw aid point of the % exlod cowered lay the obsessional cases,

and because a oonseoutiwe series waa considered the best way of

obtaining an unbiased sample* She standards used in assessing

data were exactly cor»parab3e to those for the obsessional group*

2* mmi,snc F-upirm.

She division of patients among the diagnostic cate¬

gories defined above was as follows*

tm$. (1) Diagnostic Findings

number pmseitam

1. ore oboes* lonalHaonpulslve 57 42

a* i -hobia and ruminative 16 18.

5* Doubtfully aohisoi hraolo 14 15.5

4, With ai'feotlve features 10 11

% 'liaoel^aneoue 12 15.5

total *»
. ,, 100

•"©spite the subjeotive eletasat to the subdivision, it

was rare for serines difficulty to srlae to allotting a patient

to ->ne of the above ceto «riea» Had it not been for the question

begging nature of the doubtfully schisophrenic division many more
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The 'tsoellefteouB 3roup •

The twelve patient* comprised*

(1) Three oases associated with organic nervous disease? one

with epilepsy, one with dementia, end one with a post*-©noephalitto

picture in an adolescent boy.

(2) Three caco cons dared to be obsessional personalities -

on© with an anxiety state, one with reactive depresnion and the

third a -nodical practitioner suffering from a AM drug addiction.

(3) Five oases showing definite hysterical syaipteHas or hysterical

;eroonality traits, in addition to obsession*! sy.i to s (see
Gas© II, App. I.)
(4) One patient showing aggressive psychopathy, with drunken*

noes, criminality and violent antisocial beixviourv

la Appendix (1) case histories are given illustrating

the ciagnostic categories.

h mmm*
f 1) y Tjm.Wh

In any obsessional patient a variety of «ys% tea* coexist.

The clasfiical obsessional neurotio usually slices phobias, rmin-

ations, and rituals, end ©ay also suffer from foil© do doute and

have obsee ional ideas, impulse* or linages. An at'esnpt was mads

to rat© ©aoh patient for the pro-nine; ce of thee© syn; torse In order

to Quantity them for each diagnostic group end eo .-pare the relative

frequency. The results are shown in Table ( 2 )»
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m&Mf.

'.J

I II J ! 5!
1* Pur© obseanlonal-

mwamfom 33 37 7 2 9 3 2 37

2* iboMo 9 2 6 3 13 4 16

3» Boubtfully
phrsofe 6779 3 4 0 14

4# Pith affective
features 6730 012 10

!«... 8 10 1 2 .0.1 0 12

gUSLJaSutt,. ,.13,12 ..$ &_

Considering the aysaptoms first it will be seen thai

ph^b^a^ are /oat often found In tho pom obeeetiiouataKxxu* alabve

neurosis oases atkl rauoh lees frequently la &1 the other gmap**

lijtoal® am found in every oc.se csoasioerei to be oorapslsiw, and

are /east fxtKjueni In the phobic rusiaativ® group# hns&mtiona

are ocnnoa la tho msiaatlve group (by definition) sad have an

even higher iacidceos in the doubtfully schisophrenic patients#

Of the lee© ©or.-cot sgnsptorae, Impulses are raost fretjueni In the

m.;s!a».tiv» ano doubtfully eohiaoplireaio groups, folie do doute

iaast n&rfced In the olaesioal ooapulsiwe group, wtdlo idea© are

most offixaa la the doubtfully schisophrenic and tefflti rnm&g

tlw ruu/inative patient©#

la oonsidsriog the gixmpo we find that in the ooapulsive,
the "affective* and the miscellaneous groups phobias and rituals

am most fmqusntj while in Group 2 by definition, phobias and
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nsain&Hass predewinste# esfcaps the -aost a*- iking feature is

the variety of sytaptotas that tho doubtfully sciuw^hrsnio sixm la

comparison with al? others*

This table is beat eoaoi^er©d as informative about the

Classification used ratter than shout the patients :br las'once,

the K-rownoe of rituals and phobias \aa almost eatential to ths

OiAgm&ia of classical obsessional neurosis, and when obsessional

Impulses and ideas sere prominent schisopknnla »aa core fretjuently

considered#

(?) , BBI
JS&St*

Sixty two oases (70 per cent) complained of phobias, the
a coiflo fears expressed la order of frequency beings harming

others 1?, (a: ooii'ioally children in <?), dirt 15, gestae 4, faoces 5,

venereal disease 5# tuberculosis 2, insanity 2# 'Hie mania-rig

fourteen Included fear of sperms, scantrual blood, babies, pregnancy,

women, aobaals, cats and rats, and death, insomnia, drugs# Of

the fifteen fearing "dirt1* it was obvious that at least suae of

these patients oo coiouely used the word as a euphsmist-a for faeces#

EISHSlS*

Sixty three (71 per sent) oases shoved definite rituals,
distributed as follows, with many patients being repress ited in

sjo.ro than on© category* cashing 44 - Invariably handwashing bit

usually with bathing rituals la addition avoidance rituals 23,

checking 16, cosseting and numbering 9, lavatory 8, touching 3#

dressing 2, others 5 (a ranging, hadxferuehlng, praying)# The
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resent in 8 - 4 with a sexual or wnratoiy ooutmt,

the others miscellaneous ©.g# visualising faces#

1 resent in t2 • 6 of hurting others, 2 of hurting uolf,

1 of getting fat, an® of ot;*ual intercourse with God, 1 of only

thiakii-g when inhaling, one of scratching end biting nones#

y
xigxincgi

The 09 patients represent 0.88 per ©out of all adaiRSJiona

to Oriohtoa Seyal during the ;eriod and- 0.99 per cent of voluntary

adstisalons#

«

The group contained thirty four snalee and fifty five

so en (per oent i'aaale e 62 per sent}# The nuolesr group ewupriasd

ten .sen and 27 sonsn (per cent Fsnalo * 73 pef oent)# otliar

subgroupisgs fallowed the general trend with the notable earoption

of the doubtfully schisophrenic patients, ten of whom were «e» and

only four voasn#

gffi'S (3)», ¥!

society " * * '^IO$S©|SSSr
Obsessional fteuroqfts Hysteria l( 19&&»56).

'4ale 34 34 20 49# 1 per oent

***** » « » 30.9 per e^t
fetal m 100 J00

there is a a :.gnfXoantly higher number of wooea in the
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hysteria group then la the chmmtosal (X » 1?.f ? e» 0*01} #

but the eboasctoaels do not differ significantly fiwa the anxiety

neur-'tloe, nor #» the two control series differ significantly*

Mmni> mmmt

Of the thirty four tamt twenty tfcfee vara single

(68 pMF a©at)f of the 55 w», 22 ewe single (hQ per omt),

giving figures for the whole group of 44 mrri&& m& 45 single •

a celibacy ret© of 51 pea? cent* Of the 100 histories 48 were

single and of the 100 anxiety neurotics 2?*

la the majlear group nine of the tea .ten were single*

bat only eight of the twenty ©even wofaen wore uanarried*

211© diffireud between the obsessional end the nn&lety

neurosis grmpa 1® s^snifioant (X® « 19«? F » 0*01} a© is the

difference between the by sterio© and the anxiety group

(X2 b 14*6 f 0*01} hut the ©elifeeoy rote 4oe® tot differ

significantly between the obseet&onsX and historical groups »

in abort e the celibacy rate among the anxiety neurotics is

eignlflaeutly lower than i» the ofeseesionals and the hysterias*

Fjgroseed as number of ohild'-cn per merriege* the

fertility ret® for the men mm 1*1* for the women 1*1* fh*

total fertility rat© of 1*1 eompares with 1*5 for the 100

anxiety neurotics and 1*5 for the 100 hysterias, calculated in

♦•he seme way* Ho correction for ai.5rat.i0n of marriage having

been made the figures are not compiurable with the statistics of

the il.g!str©r General for the general population*



In the nuclear group only one mn was married and be

hfid on© child# the. .crtiliiy rat© for the nineteen Married cornea

in this group xms 1#3»

30PIAT.

It proved impossible to obtain * satisfactory :>-eaure

of social status by the conventional arans of: rewording occupation

or husband's occupation# As ir« the case of the female patients

tho data on occupation of* husband wan ofton to-* vague to bo on

twloqua/ e i:sdsas of social. class# the method finally adopted was

cnmperisoa of the proportions of amenity bed patients (sootion 4

acd 5) a**S notv-riaylng patients (section 3)» *hia division

probably correlates wi' h social class fairly highly but does not

permit cob., arisen "ith other work#

VffVjjfy ,CA) S , ; 'reg-T'ifor3. Of r
pat^prlee. * ox^ce^oBj^x^jsj^

All
adaiectnae 9bsesr ionals

Anxiety
ourofeis Hysteria

Hon-peying 42 per cent 17 00COCM

Peying 56 83 72 62

1k)m of ratlante 5.900 69 100 100

Hie obsessional group does not differ significantly from

the anxiety neurotic one, but c mtalns significantly acta i«yi<ig

patients than the hysteria group (X* « 17*9 P » <.G#01)#
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cotes on -ieweo*8 Gaiflcee and the '-till. Hill Vocabulary

were available for seventy slat of tine obsessional grown# 97 eiadUrty

neurotics, end 99 hysterics# The re suits of both tests are

expressed a© percentile grades, Grade 1 » 93th i aroantile ami over,

Grade 2 the 75 to 93th teromtile, Grade 3 the 23 -75th, Grade 4

the 5*h to 23th, and 'Grade 3 tine 5th percentile and wader#

The results for the test© ar© shown In taibi®© 5 and 6s

TABUS (5)t ement&le '.tatrices Grade for QbeenoloaapL
ttM Qontrol Qgowpe#

. J i k 5 Total

Anxiety tfeasoe&g 11 26 34 17 3 37

ysteria 9 23 32 18 13 35

Obsessional© 14 25 26 6 5 76

for Obsessional and lontrol - 'roughs*

_ _<i£gS£Jl.-^

Anxiety neurosis 9 18 52 17 1 37

Hysteria 5 20 46 24 0 95

Obsessional® 10 24 37 5 0 76

F r statistical calculation the reeultn were condense#

Into those above average (1 and 2), average (3) and beloe average

(4 ami 55# *b» results cere then expressed as percentage©, X2
tests done, and the in each cast? corrected both by late©

taethod and for oise of sample#
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9ht resujt© are ao tollmm

(1) Adglgty gf#»p and ^bsaaeloiial group X2 n 6#7, df » iyP »<0*0f

(2) Hysterias tat Obsessional group X2 » 11# 6, df a igf a<0.01

(3) Aaxlsty group and Hysteric# X2 n 1.32, df « 2,-' -
cu sig*a&ftaant*

The obsessional patients law significantly hi -her scores

in tlie latrloea then the hysterias end the anxiety neurotica, the

difference being greater for the hysterica than the anxiety group#

'Jreabulareu

2
(1) Anxiety group and Obsessional group X » 15»6, df » 2,1 a <0*01

(2) : ystorio group and Obsessional gmup X2 « 18# 7» df « 2,P a <0,01
2

(3) /snxiety group aid Hysteric group X a 1#75» df » 2,P » between
0,3 x 0.5 • a. aignifioant#

Tie obsessional group have significantly higher vooabulaty

score® than the hysteric and anxiety groups, the Iattar not differ*

lag aIpaifloaatly#

These result® indicate that on both verbal and non-verbal

tests os" intelligence the obsessional attest® score more highly

than the other neurotica at a high level of siga~fi©anoe#

K#E#G# recordings were taede In 30 cases# All of these

case® wore personally examined and the reoor^nga -were laade on a

standard 8 channel osohiae, the only reHneeafiait being the use of

a band-pass filter ('torris and t*mm$ 1932) to obtain a aiore

accurate raeesoretasnt of al^a activity titan would have bean poesible

ty visual analysis alone# f11erovo?tans, freqpaeeagr and distribution



 



"pstaftagr #u..otioninif are said to be qaidk, impulsive;, variable

and highly stkulabla, vliile those with '"secondary Sanctioning*

am alow, cautious and steady. PaAdaa and Oroe (1954) warfctng

with a group of alcoholics found m aotivi^-paaaivity d';cl%otosy

oorr apondtng to high end low alpha index sod found a positive

correlation between low alpha fre^BSrjaf and a high alpha index,

thus relating their typology on both !,!»£, and ersoaal.ty

similarities to lundy-Castle* s, Saul ®t al (1949) atoning

lad~vid»als In psychoanalysis considered a high alpha index to

be associated with © passive, subaiseiwat, dependant and receptive

a'titudsj while a low al.ha index wao associated with a consistent,

directed drive to activity, itoddaa (1957) baa aopsseted that

*e^cra»dasy functioning* would Icily © tendency to rusdnation and

perhaps to obsessional fefe&iag, If this la so the present aeries

would be Rented to contain a larger atefcer of records wife low

alpha frequencies m$ high alpha Indices, sod this trend would be

•;aore obvious in the patients with sorted obsessional. personality

traits fas opsttRtd to ay vytaas).

Xt% all the dichotomies described above there is a broad

agreement that activity end passivity are Important d iatiagoishlng

features, It would therefore be eapeoted that the two types of

personality described by la is (fee first obstinate, raaroas,

irritable, the second submissive, vacillating, uaoertsia) would

be closely connected with theee dichotomies end consequently wife

the 1,1,0, findings described.

Am the -acre accurate seasarseaat ia the alpha index, it

was used as the B,K,0, variable of choice in the present work.
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showed me generalised synchrenoua burst of "sharp* waves in the

resting record, There was no ol inioal evidence of epilepsy and

no family history of it,

•Among the nuclear group patients only one definitely

abnorasl S#E„G* van found* The patient oonoemed, a aea*tt» had

a long standing classical obsessional illness of early onset,

The only atypical feature we her considerable irritability and

temper -outbursts when, her rituals were interfered with in any way,

The 1»E,6« showed several bursts of synchronous, generalised

delta activity, Again there was m clinical hlsfsry of epilcpey

nor any family hiatosy of the disease,

"nus in the 30 pa* teats abooroalltlea were found in only

srn records or 25 per cent, * efinite abacrealities were .present

only la four records or 13 per cent* If the cJ aosical and

ru..iinative cases alone are considered tit® incidence is only am

in twenty two and it seep® fair to talce this figure as represent¬

ative in view of the teaem epilepsy and dementia ia the aiscellsn*

ecu# group* The results suggest that the incidence of abaoraal

B,B,G*e in obsos'ional Illness is no diffore.it from that in at; ,er

.-ieurotics or any other section of mental hospital populations

eaoept epileptics* (Lennox, Gibbs & Gibbs (1940), Hill & Watterson

(1942), Williams (1941).)
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VP'® ,(s)f fUVflggft
«—-»-> - l";■l,IL",J""""m"

i~"
&MIL mmjsm.

Classical eospil«4«w 5 12 11 6

Tiw&mtim 2 1 2 1

DauVfali schiso-
•"irenio 10 0 1

Affective 3 2 2 3

Ijaoellansous 1 1 11

^otal 12 16 16 12

High index describes those with an index of 55 - 1QQ§

low index those #*m 0 - 45« -wo oases betweea 45 and 55 •**

omitted# In the nuclear group eepeeielJy and in the whole

group a low si.-ha index is found, -ore oaaraanly, contrary to

hypothesis* She estimate of beta setivtty is less accurate

bat the results are if oso wrested In view of the finding# for

alphas an increase! ntnber with fast records, especially la

the classical, grooxs#
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S£'^ Inflqfr
AL'.liA ia

High Law Ht^i Law
Jaftg Is&aL—.Jate—tafia.

1. Obsessional harsonallty
•arkad 4554

Slight 4444

Hot present 2 2 13

s.

Obstinate, aoroee,
irritable 2 5 4 3

S. abulias ive, vacillating,
uncertain# 5 3 4 4

neither applicable 3 3 3 3

It is obelus that there is no correlation between

obeeoj ional personality and high or low alpha index, but in the

two types of !e is t' ere is a tendency for the first to haw a

lot alpha index an the seoaid a high index, both as predicted*

1*he correlation is a mil (.do 0*34) and the nuobero are not

sufficiently large for statistical significance (p a 0,2),

Ho correlations betvsoa beta activity and erscnality

are present#

5t ,

i'he se lee contained one proband with a di-sygotic trdn.

The patient, a language teacher, had a severe classical illneec of

late onset, which otvited leuootooy and improved greatly af*er it#

Her twin sister, by profession a j ©yehiatriet, two well and not of
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definitely obsessional jseasonality , although conscientious and

thorough to a fault*

fh* widely varying seiifBSiss of the pfefatlanes of

peyohiatrio am? . ersonalit? abnor alitie® in th. fSotliea of

obseoatonal patient# «ug: est that differences in the ms*-taat of

eolleoting the date were of importance* ta thi# study information

about the family history wa available both fro®, the patients

am? free* their relative#* fhe criterion decided upon for

peychiafcrio 11'! noes, both in the obsessional and control grot**,

was the r,.gid cue of treatment by a psychiatrist or aOte&salon to

a seats! hospital* It was assumed that this criterion would

give csuati lower figures than aost other studies but that the data

obtained for the patients wo Id be more. accurate ami permit oaa arisen

with the control patients^ as wsll as fiiViag an accurate qjinlmita

Incidence* In contrast to previous work no estimates of familial

incidence of obsessional psrsanaliiy were cede, the second hand

nature of tt» iafornation and the difficulty of agreement cm

definition making any estimate of doubtful value*

Vhe results ere presented in tabular form, incidence

la parents expressed as a percentage of the total aurafoer of

parents, and i^widsnoe in siblings as a percentage of the total

amber of siblings. Results were obtained for 09 ohnantrinal

patients, 100 anxiety neurotics, and 100 hystsrios*



tmm (10)* tmMmx* of ayotosU la ftrestg and J£M2sat*

iaaiifc OTfSS
nim&tzs

Obs, ..Mjs, . Hya. Anau
'

.0.

OohisopHranl* 1.t 0,0 0.5 2.1 0.0 0.7

anio iSapmaalve
ueyoboste 2.0 1.5 1,0 0.0 0,0 0.0

■go* loals una} ooifled 1.1 1.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

total 2,5 1.5 2.1 0.0 0#7

ClDi. Xnoideaa* of ; ayobsisuxosls In jjr-s«

'

iJjsffiS

iw*r i
1SJSiaS

/ui*. Hys. . Obs.

eiMlHOS

.An*» ..

Obsessional 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,1 0,0 0.0

•Anxiety neurosis 0,0 2.0 0,0 0,0 1.4 0,0

Hysteria 0,0 0,0 1,5 0.0 0,0 2.5

Neurosis una, eoified 2,8 0.5 0,0 1.7 0,0 1.1

_22*sl_.^ g.sL-.fr& -jm hk

tm-2. <12;? Iiiolde:ioe of .ilqohoitga. N,^lqe and a;,-qiioao-,aav.ip
,M .fljfeiqftt M

Mmms sLwzxm
mmmm

Alcohollss 1.1 4,0 1.5 0.4 0.7 0.0

Suioids 0,5 1.0 0.5 0,4 0.0 0.4

PsyehoBoasail® 3,9 1.0 4,5 1.7 0.0 0.0

total GMKital illness » al the above eategorlee eatoe/t

» syohoaasatlo illness.
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5ABH (13)* fatal ?ental Illness - areata and Siblings#

. Obsessional arous> InaU'y Meuro^i® . Hysterics

Parents 9.4 10.0 7*0

Siblings 3.4 2*1 4.7

TABLg (14) I of findings (i. treat* and iulit^e combined)

Obsessional Group Anxiety neurosis Hysterics

?«tsl illness 8#9 6.1 5*4

Psyohosls 3.6 1.3 1.1

Ifeuros!* 3*3 2.0 3.6

A family history of :ooatal illueo® is taore ooes.-ob among

the obsesr4oma patients than in the other neurotic groups and

psychosis in particular lo acre coo on in the relatives of

oboes lonala, incidence of illness in the .parents differs

little esttng the groups hut a .greater nadber of aentelly ill

siblings are fhund in the obsessional group#

9liS tsrsa pfyohosasaetie wa: used only for relatives suffering

tsm ; art In ulcer, asthma, and allsrgio disorders - the most generally

aooepted paycluosrM>atlr disorders. fhe aat-a wars collected because

of the suggestion that obsessional • ewmalities o c more likely

to suffer I'wa tneee disorders. (;<a2ff# ftaLnoborough asfl Slater

(i%£). If this au;,,. oaltlon is oorrajt mo would aspect a higher

incidence of p'syohooonatlo ll'neea in the obaesutonaXs* relative®

than in those of the other neurotics# ?he asicqfeation in supported

by the results but the kicreaae is not great#
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The absence of overt obsessional illness in the parents

of tiie obsessional atisnts is the snoot lejortaat negative finding

and will be discussed later.

gg;a;ya msm
.Ifuiotlo ^f&ptoes in childhood were ooarm enough to

warrant ee; srate analysis* hen present tbay are evidence that

early eavi*m.:«eatal or jjeaetie i^wfluenoes ere of importance*

Childhood vmt defined as undex* fourteen years# end since alraost
•

all children stew ritual behaviour m& saild phobic syaptocse at

oorao ^©"iou of Oovelo; -.set every care tsas taken. to eaBlude oases

la ■'';ioh thoy ac:J.O be oonolbcroCi vrit. in tiv; .ioixail ra:;-<©» "H©

classification used for other childhood syaptoas Is evident freer

the table*

flpf*)^p8
Obscenities e teaiety neurotics

(69)
.. (1005

Hysterics
1100)

bhoblftS 8 2 2

hobias and Rituals 14® - •

Btnenur 4 2 1

layehesoaatle illness 3 1 1

Conversion sy»v to:.» m 2 5

toore®is % J 3

8 ight "tares* terj ors 1 3 3

others 1 3 2

total 52 (36 per cent) 18 19
ii 9 shoeed rituals alone* and $ both phobias and rituals*.
1 with ruminations in addition*

rM1
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Thus 23 {25 zme cent) of the oboeocsinnai group showed

obsessional a^^-^oum to childhood oss^ared with 2 per oaat of the

other reuratio#, while % ;#r cent showed n»...rotle symptoae before

14, roughly twice ao tasny as in the control groups,

•ta-; •: >gn V'.szvmzm

In mdti case an attempt wee rede to ret# ;*raraa31ty

prior to 11" noes for both the? conventional obeeaeiosal traits end

the two ty-os of obsroofter proposed by ?«wt# for severe- obsessional#.

In 12 oaesca the or# of onset wen so early that no adult pro*$ot%i&

personality ojdstefl end the ftgar#® In the table® relate fo sweaty-

seven ease®, thirty one of vt.» belonged to the nuclear group.

Seven features wntimeS by 'wis a» ebe^eoteristlo of the obsessional

personality ware tahen into aocoimti eKaaooivo cleanliness, orderli¬

ness, • edantty, conscientiousness, uncertainty, Snoot-elusive thinking

&-<d noting, and fondness for eon noting th'nge, "^arfcsel obsessional

traits" re. rvnonte the oreaoneo of five or taora, "flight* the

presents-• of two - ftsur, and "not obese-local" lee® than two,
"'B* B' 16a)? . Ino-donee of Obsessional 'frails,.

MM, ~~~ - ™

Patients 'Qrouo

Not oboesniooal 12 (16 per oaut) 4 (12 per oent)

Slight obsGssl'jnal traits 41 (56 per cent) 17 (55 p#j* omt)

larfcsd obsessional traits 24 (26 per cent) 10 (33 per oent)

*»*«& 77 '■ 100 gar oent) 31 (1Q0 per pent),,
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TAhm (16b) i Incidence of fyaiia deaeribeti by fewie

"~133— — nuaioer
patUnte Group

1. Obstinate, morose.
irritable 10 (14 per oeot) 4 (13 per cent)

i* Submissive, vacillating, 20 (26 i*$r emit) 8 (2k per cent)
uncertain

0. Heither a. J:..cable 47 (60 3,or cent) 19 (55 er cent)

S2SBI -—JgJLS^.m.,

tail C160) t elaH -)a of ';evis ty. eo' to bbseguional "raltg,
*"

"''o'bTOSBlcaai
"raits.

__ itori» sjagft.. .J*JM
1. Obstinate, ooroae, irrita?>le 10 1

2. SataiMtvi, vacillating 2 9 9

0. Neither sp Ucable 9 24 14

la term's of ;<e ia's definition i.e. that t. cue traits are

found in severe oases, a nigh incidence of hi© two ty, es would be

predicted in the gfOrap sod an even higher incidence ixi the nuclear

group. These were not found. Table >' 16o) suggests that tlore

is an association between the types he described and the conventional

obsessional • ereonal i% traits, but the presence of "uncertainty"
Is com on to both beets'a second type and the conventional

desert; tions.

1 -HypXi iTAhSSi

Freoipiiante ware defined as those events occurring within

me year of the onset of the 11 • nests and considered both by the

patient and the doctor to be related to the onset of aysjptoaa. For
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example, ♦adolescence* as & precipitant implies tint not only did
the physical pteiotsasna of adolescence coincide with the onset but

tint t eae phone rena concerned the . atient and were peslaps evident

la the content of his symptooe#

Q£J12^Sa

Obsessional©
/ucdety
ieurosia hysterics

dumber of Cases
.. .. 39 100 w

imsioxL

regaanqy, childbirth 13 6 3

""hysloal illness 11 9 11

Adolesoenoe 5 0 2

i ienoi'.ai se 2 2 2

Total 33 17 18

mOHOl JGXQAL

Sexual and saarital
difficulties 12 13 6

Illnesn or death of
near relative 11 14 9

Total 33
, i i 29... 15

<»

Others 6 4 9
,

M a, se

reoipitaate were Important la 62 (69 per o«.4t) of tho

obsessional group, compared with 50 of the anxiety neurotics and 42

of the hysterics, Tlje total of preoi. itanta In table (1?) does

not correspond with the number of case© because of ft';© presence of

more then -on© kind of ) rocilltaut in several canes.

In the nuclear compulsive group praolpitante were important

la 29 oasee - 70 per cent of the subgroup* Physiological preoipitan+s



numbered seventeen, pr^chologioal 0 and others four* Of the

physiological preelpitants childbirth made up nine cases, that is

one third of the twenty ••seven tso -.en in the nuclear group*

la all the oases following childbirth (2? >«r cent of the

woman in the group) a similar .sttern of syaptoos ww aeons fears

of hen.ting the child, arid washing rituals involving the child as

well as the mother being almost always present, with avoidance

rituals centred on the child coo-scaly added#

6- g°«as-

mx ,c SBB&
'±is££(13),I , &H& ;">"*•

«WffWIT Prtt Wfr s5-& ,JS-Vt, &5>i »•&> <%ti «°iW,
Oboeonionals 13 43 21 5 4 2 0 89

Anxiety States 2 36 30 22 9 1 0 100

Hysterics 0 24 44 20 10 2 0 100

Obsessional group, eaa » 24# 7 SD 11*5 (Hue>ear group saeaa m 22*9
years)

Anxiety group* Mean « 32*2 3D 9.8

Hysterie group, dan a 30#3 3© 10*5

bseo; ional® and A-jciety neurotics t t a 4.8 F <, 0*01

Obsessional and hysterical t a 3*5 P 0*01

Anxiety neurotics and Hysterics* t a 1,3 »->i si®aif!isaat,

Thus, the age of onset in the obsessional group is sigolf~

ieantly younger than In the controls, the latter not differing a~gn,f~

io&ntly.
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Of the obsessional pa*le»t® 15 oent have syaotaas

before the age of 15, 65 per cent before 25, 8? per cent 'before 55

and 92 per oent before 45* Of those la the nuolear group, 11 per

seat hew syuptoo* before 15, 70 per oeat before 25 and 94 ter cent

before 35 years.

^sk on xm-j.zm

The figures relate to first admission to hospital#

T/ufK (19)» Age on first Attalasioa to Hospital.

<08 f, n- /as 15-3, 25-34 33-44 45-54 55-64 65» Total

Obsessional* 15 36 14 14 8 2 89

Anxiety Neurosis 5 30 29 17 14 5 100

Hysteria 18 25 23 21 7 4 100

Obsessional group $ lean ■ 36.1 years. SD a 11.6 (Kuolear grouj
mean a 34.8}

Aatu euroale group* 'loan a 41.0 years. m m 11.3

Hysteria group* Mean » 38.6 years* 3D a 13.4

Obsessional* and Anxiety neurosis « t a 2.9 P< 0.01

Obsessional* and I iysteria t a 1.4 not significant.

Anxiety Neurosis and Hysteria t « 1.3 not significant*

'"bus the obsessional* are admitted to hospital at a

younger age than, the anxiety neurotics but do not differ significantly

from h stories la this rcapeot.

0H8ET - AI^l.': lull IfrXOPi

She next table shove the period elapsing between first

onset of symptoms and first admission to hospital. This table

aai.es no allowance for haslo oases and Is not equivalent to the
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duration of idreoeat att.edu (©eo 1ater}#

?ABUg (20"?t Parat,lan of eriod fro., onset of ffgiaptoiae
to .Malgglm to ; l>0uital.

HIT hK 021 r;ARS 0»5 0-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 gdKLJ&LJSgsL
obsessional 41 10 11 12 6 3 6 89

Anxiety 63 20 7 3 4 1 2 100

Hysteric 68 12 8 6 0 4 2 100

48 ( 54 per cant) of the obeea icsial group are not admitted

until five years after the onset of the illness cohered with 37 per

omt of the anxiety neurotic® ami 32 per eent of the fcygtsrios#

fSTB OF 00*ftOB»

Pour types of oat'.ree were designated*

(1) Constant, worsening* in which the illness had run an unremitting

oourew with definite worsening - 35 oases (39 per omt).

(2) Co. stent, station in which the illness ted run an unret&ittlng

course but had been static with no worsening or iapnovetnent for some

tiae prior to admission - 13 oases (15 .per eent}*

(3) Fluctuating* in which there ted been periods of worsening sod

of relative improvement, but in which the patient at no titae had

been free of sytapteae since the onset - 29 oases (33 per cent)#

(4) Phasic* in which there had been a period, or periods, of

remission of aymptocas since their first onset - 12 oases (13 per

cent)*

The 13 ,.er cent of the giwup shoeing phasic ayaptoa* ooa-

■ ares with 8 per osnt in the nuclear group, only three of the thirty

seven patie ts shoeing theru In four of the twelve phasic oases
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by il nsss*

Grade D • Gympto -o uoobanged or worse, unable to hold ent -loyoant

or carry out household teaks* ocially isolated by Illness or la

hospital.

Grades A and B together ftoane an *iaj roved* oategoxy.

Grades 0 and J) aa "antiaptoved" one, rinilarly Grades A, B and 0

together oocsprisco patients able to woxlc or at least cake mm

adjustseat to their Illness,

?he period o: folio* up nan reckoned from date of

discharge, eaesept in the esse of leuootoralsed patients when the

8a*e of operation r/aa used*

The ralnltsuru follow up period was one year, the tM&Xmn

eleven* ^he ;r»oan follow ujp period was 3*9 years, S9 3*47*

i'wanty-four eases were followed up for less than five years and

forty for sore than five years,

?he mean follow up for the leuootosleed pa* lento was

6*1 years*

In considering the results the assumption is iaad* that

Xeueotoray was the only treat-ren* g..ven of lastly effect and the

18 leueotosdsed patients were considered separately*

TOE (21)1 hole Group - -Bfflaot of Nation of

improved Unl iutWod
Duration of Follow Vv A B 0 D

Lees than 5 years 1 11 3 9

!lore then 5 yoarB 7 9 12 12

If these figures are diohotoriieed into improved and
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ualmproved (<- 12# 12#75i 16# 34) HO test is not significant,

although the results Irs those followed for over 3 years apear slightly

worse«

"s B (,22)« r^V,<W Pi>
"on-'.e eotomjeed Cases,

1 2 2 3 4 5
Classical hobio Swain- Sehim- Affeo- "isoella- Total

'up!ear atlve phrmio ttve neoua

(A 0 1 0 1 2(1P)" 0 4
Improved:

2?"(B 1 5 1 3 2 14

o^ais

(c 9 0 2 0 IP* 0 12
Unimproved

<» 6 0 3 2 1 4 16

,
16 6 6 * 6 6 43

I? a those patio; its whoso illness had run a $ basic course since
discharge*

Of all these patients 18 (39 par cent) are improved and

28 (61 per cent) witapioved, yet 30 (66 per oent) are able to hold

eone hind of «a-loyiaent and only 16 (34 per oent) are totally haadi-

oa; red by their ay% tone# All the phobic patients are improved end

the worst results are found in the nuclear and ruminative greupe

where only two of tnenty-tno patients ahrm sigaifleant inj •rowaamt#

Three of the patients were in mantel hospitals at the time of

follow up#
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tms (23)I Folios? Up results by Qllnlgal st&arousai

ignxoAi. GuaorB.
Jfuolear Rumin- Doatotf'ully Affoo- ilaeella- Total
_ ative ;-ohiao h-etiio tive noous

:"-.t: ff in v zzfr.
(A 2 0 1 0 14

Jraurwsd
(B 5 1 0 0 0 6

(0 3 0 0 0 0 3
Unimproved

(» 3 0 1 1 0 5

^ , <3, . ,» ,1 -JL—--JL— 18

Ten of the elghteen leuootomised patients are iranrovod,

the Majority of those so treated being classical n clear oases*

The operation used In all oases was standard prefrontal leweotossyj
but unpleasant personality changes ware Infrequent* 'any doctors

and relatives raentionsd slight changes in the imp-oved oases but

almost invariably taade e ©am ent to the effect thai the good effeots

of the operation far outweighed acy personality changes* In those

unimproved the continuance of syasptoas was the complaint and not

side effects of the operation, except in one patio .t who. reasiits

in hospital after a eeooud le;sootoa^ with persistent eyra. to-us sad

s.mried deterioration in personality and habits* A total of two

patients re .ain in hospital*

Gomjarlag the results of leu©oio;ay with those not

operated upon we find for the total .group and for the nuclear assess
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gAETB { 2Lm) i fetal Qroup.

euan tony
Ho

i&wotom

Improved 10 18

Bnioproved 8 28

18 IS

SMJtE ( 2Ub)t Classical Oases,

-eiwotoGW. .

IIb
'

eUQOtOtt'

Improved 7 1

TTnira, poved 6 15

13 16

If a different c itttion, ability to work, is coao .uorol

v;e findi

T/.gff
_ _ . ' iwiiifj!j

f'otal Group T ouootomr T.eupotam

Able to work 1| JO

"doable to work § 16

iruole&r Orotic

Able to work 10 10

tham these tables it Will be seen that tise results for

leueotoajr aa re-garde ayaaptosaatio improvement ere *uoh be'ter than

for those not leuootciaieed on. - daily In the elasswteal caaos, but

that when ability to work is the criterion the results differ little.

In the nuclear cases the ptogaoala without operation is very poor

indeed, but with leuootoray over half the patients are •t<r«itioal?.y

improved.
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OTTTCQ ^K AMD DHPJffIQH OF

®wo hypothesis ware msde in this respect*

(1) For the noa-leuootofaised patients it would be axpeoted that

tii® longer the duration of ay-a-.to^is prior to admission, the wore©

would he the o .toore at follow up*

(2) For the leueotomieed pa*tents the longer the duration of

symptoms prior to operation the wore* the eutseme of the operation

would lie#

(1) for the non-1 euooto:.liood patients the duration o- synapteas

oorreot to one year was unorn for eaoh and t!»y wore dichotomised

into i proved (A and B) and uniaprorod (0 and D) categories* The

4 phaaio cases wore excluded, leaving 15 cases taprowed and 26

unimproved, a total of 41* The mean duration of ay ptois in those

improved waa 3*7 years, in thoao unimp oved 12*4 years,

Analysis of variance was made with the following resulti

Analysis of Variance,
" roa a& 33 Mil

Between means 1 733 733 F • <5*49

Within classes 39 4388 112*5 P at 0.05 « 4.08

40 5121 F at 0*01 « 7.31

Thus the duration of ay®j: toms prior to admission is

significantly shorter in these improved at follow up at the 5 par

cmt level, of confidence and the initial hypothesis is supported*

(2) For tire e ootomfaed patiecits, the duration oi symptom* ere

known for 18 patients, too of whoa were impvowed, eight unimproved*

The m an duration in those trap oved ma 11*4 years, in those unimproved

17*0 years but despite the differsooe the results ere not significant
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statistical>y baoe -so of the wide range© within each group,

^gZQTWJEBlIO flftWHjQbllgflSi

■■our patients in the group wero Considered to be sohiao*

v&rsnie at follow up, three of tinwa being seen personally. All
were initially placed in the doubtfully schizophrenic category and

at follow up tvso of thera tod been leueotonjieed, The two uora»

leesetomised patients re.iain in hospital and have shown Inaiduous

sohisoph- ©nio development over a period of ra&ny years, queried on

admission and now obvious with isolation, secret, stereotyped

rituals and definite secondary schisophrenic symptoms, They have

failed to resjond to all the conventional hysieal treatments,

this a - lies equally to another who was leuootatnised three years

ago after schisophrenic symptoms had been decor*streted and who is

also unisaproved and in hospital, The last patient was a young asn

a&attted with obsessional illness which in the oo tree of four months

developed into florid schisophrenic, After failing to respond to

insulin therapy, leueotoay was performed sis years ago. He is new

teaching, having taken a university degree since operation,' and is

entirely relieved of eyaptome and happily carried,

miy fi- Aff'fifst

the only treatment considered in relation to follow up

wae prefrontal leuootoray but in initial assessments the immediate

effect of E,CJ,?, was estimated, ayotothcrapy was not considered,

as intent-ve s>»yoh»therapy wao rarely a*tempted in these oases

many of vhnm tod received intensive therapy ecneti >es many years of

psychoanalysis tier to ttoir a&iisslon to hospital, Three of the
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classical esses la the series were treated, with lysergic a©i«3

diethyls®!®# end psychotherapy over a period of aloe mouth® two

year® ego - coo by the author and the others observed during t?est*

aeot* Hone benefited, one rose" no uairjpiovsd end the other *-m

wore leueotcn aed end ere -such Improved a year later,

fable (25 shows the results of S.0*T» in sixiy-ihur

cases. That E.,3,f, we employed In m sway eases is pnyfeep#

a reflection of the clinicians' doubts mS hop** of m sfl'eolive

eosroaeftt la the clinical picture,

(25h liaydlete results of f,G,T, ,«.n 64 o&aee.

WJ'"L"fe^poSS3y''"'
.fttiftw^2ysgri»3, ^,^*3 7,p^a.

t. Classical
unclear 0 2 6 18 3

2, hobio, resin-
ative 0 2 3 7 0

3. Ooibtfully
sohilICi hreaio 0 2 2 4 0

4. At. active 6 2 2 0 0

5. ansou* 0 0 2 1 2

Total 6 8
Tr ..15 30 5

The milages are made fm.. the nurses and doctors not

made in the raonth following e course of usually six treatments,

•Temporarily 1 i> ved* aigaisieia relepee within a ■,»nih oi existing

treatment#

The figures show the oostpleie ineffectiveness of 8,0.1#

except In those oases There an effective component is pr:saltami#

Xt is worth emphasising that taoat of the diagnoses of &r#up 4- oases

were made after the effect of .!,€?,?# had been observed and it is
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• - • * • , * - .

. rotable that the evidence for the diagnosis lewis heavily on this

observation*



PARS m.
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feature® of the classically described obsessional i«rsoa-

ality m re present prior to Illness is over 80 per cent end a

quarter of the group were of a euteaiftsive, vacillating .e~up»

The illaees was of early onset, the average age being 2*3 and the

vast majority developed ay pto.ve before reaching 35» Admission

to hosp tal was delayed for at least 5 years in over half tt»

or-ees and the average age on atlrsier.ion vm %m >v©r half ran a

constant course, a third fluctuated in severity end less tsrfi one

In eight ran a phasic 00 -roe# Follow up averaging six year®

found 60 per cent unltaj roved eynptomatlcally b t two thirde of the

patients able to work and saafee ecae social. adjustment despite

their il ' aess. The olaosioel oot.ii ulsive Si«I the ruminative cases

had the worst pr ognosis* '"bos© who improved hag a shorter histoiy

pi tor to admission# four schisophrenic doveio -ente were fouud.

Of the two treatmf2to examined electroplesy wan found to

be wit out effect except in the ssftll affective group, but pre¬

frontal leueototay definitely improved the prognosis, over half the

cases operated u^on making a symptomatic is^rovemant*

■■i->wisum", -mi 'f?>- ccy;aam cfeqpfSi

The obsessional patients differ from both the anxiety

and the h sterioal patients in several respects# They are of

higher intelligence but lower fertility# They more cowtaonly have

a family history of • tental illness and in particular have a higher

number of psychotic relatives# They mere often have neurotic

symptoms in childhood, the o.ywt of lllner-s is earlier, end there
1b a longer period between the onset, of symptcoe and admission to

hospital, Freoipltante a a .;hyaicel kind are more often found#
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She obsessional patients readable anxiety states la e' owing

no piepaideranoe of fancies and In beiug or higher social class.

*?hsy have in o»- .on with hysterics e higher oolibaoy rate and relative

youth on a. uit .ol-»n* They do not differ fnxa controls in the amount

of neurotic il neoo in tine fa--illy istory*

it is clear fro ■ these oou, orisons that the group differs

fica the control group acre than it rcsfltables then in asny other

respects than symptoms* "hove is «6 oliatosl evidence iiere to

»«> port the grouping of obsessinnal arid &.*iety states under tit®

!seeding of dysthyaia, and uooh to support Hanilfcons eork which

showed by psychological tests that obsessional patients could be

differs. itiated froca both anxiety aoumsis and hysteria#

XA-qar. nuTOKft Incidence s

fhe incidence of 0*9 per cant in this aental hospital

population approximates to the licgietrar Generals 0.7 per cent for

©11 risental hos; itals la England and Slater*s 1 par cent far a

largely neurotic in patient group In wartis®* The higher figures

of 3»1 per cant at the .leudaley Hospital and et it* eorges

Hospital (4 per cent) are stoat 11 ely due to differences in

selection of petteste for admission, although © higher incidence

in urban districts is a possibility*

The group shows a : :-<• o.- ^dersnoe of femalee which also/><*/*

In the- oonfrol groups* ?hic excess is due largely to a higher

number of feraale beds allowing a quicker turn over and the previous

conclusions that the or* incidence is mjual is not controverted*

The present figures our ort the iiapreeeicn that byuteris is more

»»« in wemm then taaa#
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Marital l*tatusi

&b In pre via a aeries th© celibacy rate (f?1 er cent) 1©

high, The figure® for the man are noteworthy# Thai nine of the

tea .»on In the aualear group were eingle is a reflection of the

social incapacity resulting froa seven otaeo ional illness# The

a.jdety neurotics are less celibate than the hysterics and the

obsessional©, probably because their illne: s shows less tendency

to chronietty#

The figures for fertility are low, in comparison with

both previo ;s series reported and the control group®# This

cannot be attributed to aooial incs acity and it does not eoao

unduly speculative to connect this finding with a d alike or

rejection of sexual scatters in these patients, which would apply

equally to men and women and to all the diagnostic subgroup*, no

differences between the® being apparent, A distaste for annual

to ce is seen too in th© oy a to s content,

A higher proportion of the obsessional patient* were in

aeaity 'beds than in the control groups, although only th®

difference fro® hysterics was sufficiently large to reach statistical

significance. This is in agreement with previous findings of higher

social class in obeesitosaal patient© wren measured by occupation.

The obsessional group a'* unequivocally of ; -igher Intel7. ig« nee than

the other neurotica, confirming for the severely ill group all

earlier impressions and Slater's findings,

it is difficult to ex-lain this consistent fkidiag in

obsessional patients and to separate eooial class and intelligence,

although the latter seeuc prlnaxy# hetfer the link la a genetic

one, or whether leisure or training and pr otise in abstract
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thinking predispose to rumination and obsession is uncertain# It

was certainly found that in those patients of very low intelligence

the symptoms tended to be less structured and less abstract, and

the t.ypioally eoraplioated rituals wore lens often seen. The whole

picture in these cases sea fragmented, isolated obeeasional ny-apton®

which the patient fo nd difficult to describe being unconnected and

unaysteraat teed,

mZOUMlCMj P/£fOV3t

She group shows a higher incidence of mantel illness in

the family hiatoxy than the controls; but th® difference is not

great, fhe absence of definite obsessional i? noes aaong the

parents is of interest, all previous work showing a higher inoidenoe

in parents than in siblings, eurosis of an unspecified kind, and

almost certainly not obsessional, was found in the parent® (2,8 par

oant)# It is likely that this contradictory finding relates to

stringency of ol aoaifioat ion, Although no attempt vac made to

oasure it, there was a strong subjective impression that rigid,

religious, strict parent®, often of obsessions! personality were

QQ-i on. If it Is true these is continuum between obsessi nal

personal ity ami illness * udins continuous variation • then It is

likely that in th© families of obsessional® titer© will, b© may

obsessional orsonalitles for each who, an it were, becomes a

casualty. In that case a method ieaeuring only the "casual.ties"

at the extreme end of the continuum will give no clear indication

of the mode of inheritance, fhe resul tc here do not suggest t?jat

any simple genetic ©alienism is operating and support th© view that

"dMWeeionallem" my Iks normally distributed like intelligence and
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inherited In a similar fashion* Subh a hypothes Is is canwineing

but difficult to rove wltho t adequate measures of the trait and

int&mive, Targe scale rr»a; rctlv© studies*

Another trend indicated by the present investigation is

toward an increased number of relatives with psychosis, both schiso¬

phrenic ant! umnio depresaivo. revious work has shown that this

is to be expected in an in-patient population but it can be seen

here that this does not apply to the fa 41lea of the other in¬

patient neurotica, just as other neurotica do not stew the same

olos© relation to schlao taenia and depress!*© illness in the

clinical picture* fhe solo ids end alcoholism ra!»©s do not differ

from the other groups but as previosly noted there is a trend

toward a greater incidence of psychosomatic disorders which may

au. or*' the impression of an increased tt'satoer of obsessional

Ieroonalitico among the relatives*

"hem finding® rest on insecure foundations, faally

studies at second band being notoriously unreliable even with the

precaution of rigid diagnostic standards used here) but although

the figures are probably of no abeolute value, the ©orapa*-isone

with other neurotics ore valid, the data, for all groups having

been collected in the same way.

Childhood symptoms are ooar^oa in the gwup (36 per cent),
twice oe frequently found as in the controla, and tend to resemble

the adult eysa torn® more than in the other neurotic groups where non¬

et ecific neuronics indicators are the rule* "hen© two find Inge

confirm that the obsessional tendenoy, as distinct fraa neuroticism

in general, is of errly onset and consequently is either of genetic
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origin or ©to:® fwm childhood WQj&Tieaoe,

tvith regard to pre-raoxbid r-ersonality, obsessional traits

of the oonventienally described kind wore oast on, being noted is

64 per cent of the group and 38 per cent of the nuclear setup*

This watt expected, but it is interesting that there re-in ins a jsilLt

perseatag# of patient®, sotat even suf. ©ring © o assloal

obsessional Illness who do not show any of the features of their

oboeeslonal ;«r©oa»lity prior to the onset of the Illness* ?here

was little difference in the pre-rao-Md personality between thoee

in the auolear group and the other patients*

la 60 er emt of the patients the ISPttls tyoiogy was

considered inapplicable* In fairness to Lewis, who stressed that

his typology applied only to the severely and typically ill, the

nuclear group only should be considered in this way, but even then

the two types were found in only t? of the 31 patients, 'fimmtffo*

out tie group the submissive, vacillating ana oncertain patient was

twice as oata on m the obstinate, msw and Irritable. As the

presence of "unoe-taiaty* is oosason to both lewis submissive type

and the conventional esoxiptlo», an a.- socia^inn noted in table ( 16o) ,
the higher incidence of this type I® hardly surprising*

In view of these results one suet favour the classical

description of the obsessional personality more than Tewis'e codi¬

fication, which seems of little value, with the provision that not

all of the facet© alaosloally described am necessarily pmsent la

eaoh case, briber analysis of the obsessl -nal ehareoter, perhaps

by cjuoetionnalres, la a large sample of psychiatric patients and

normal ooatrols would be rewarding if carefully dons*
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iheoipiiants were more oo»:i;o» than in Kudlna series,

despite © more rigid time criterion for their definition* The

reults do not confirm Follitt's finding that sexual factors and

illness or death© among relatives were more frequent in on

obsessional group t!»an in other admissions* >«ith neurotics alone

as controls there is little difference in respect of these items#

The positive fine)Inge are that preoipitaata ere mora

ootarcnly present titan in the ooatrol groups, that the highest

f?e<jue;«y is in the nuclear group, that both physiological and

i^ohologioal preaipita ,ts are found more often, and that the

most oo:.'i ton pxeolpitanta ere p egnanoy and childbirth* Of the

19 married women in the auoleer group, the illness was p-eoipltated

by pregnancy or childbirth In nine oases* "his high incidence is

not found in the control groUj.-c*

similarities in synrt-rmtology were found w, satedly in

those puerperal oases# There seems to be no previous record of

such findings and it taay be that those cases are more readily ad-

aitted because of the effect of the illness on the child but this

would account only f :-r the !"dgh incidence in this obsessional group

and does not explain the difference in Incidence fro® the control

grocpe*

CffmPB OF VJinTtSt

Tli© ages of onset and admienioa are very close to those

found by udin and ore* The average age of 25 at onset

compares with 21 in Vollltt* s group, and his 68 per cent of patients

with symptoms before 25 con ares with 63 per cent rare* The age

of onset in the present series is significantly younger than in both
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control groups* *bis finding te in eeoord with the higher incid¬

ence of ohildhood ay ipteraa# ^he <x*ai«retively lets age on

adtaiaalon also ccKifirms previous work, as docs the long period

elapsing between onset and admission* In addition it has been

th-sm hero that obsessionala differ in this respeot ffeoa the

neurotic controls in whom a shorter time elapses*

T\vo finding that less than 15 patients ran a true t basic

course, agrees exactly with Hudin, «b also found fluctuations wtth-

out remission to be ocNason* It will be recalled that Bcliitt found

an episodic course in half of his patient®, %i® large discrepancy

is alnsosi certainly due to the different selection of oases in the

series, ollltto being raostly out-patients in private practise,

■udins largely in-patlento and the present group all in-pattents*

It cannot be argued that any of these series is representative of

the vhoie obsessional population,' and the truth probably lies

between th^se discrepant results* ^hc snail number of severe
A

classical obsesniooals (3 of 37} aisewing a phasic course and the

fact that four of the total of twelve p asio cases reap.wided to

K.C»f, s. ggests that the acre classical the s asptoaa and the nor©

severe, the less phasic the course and as wil.5 be seen, the poorer

the prognosis. It suggests too that affective features should be

carefully sought in phasic cases#

Judged by symptoms the follow up results are very pear,

especially in the classical oases, yet two thirds were able to

continue in employment* In oo rs© and prognosis there is a ©harp

distinction from phobic stages which carry & uniforoily good prognosis*

As would be expected the affective oases do well, although relapses
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oocur, but it is on uneaceoted finding that the doubtfully ©oliisso-
phroaie group did slightly better than cost, although the numbers

are amill.

?h© results for the group as © whole are similar to

liudLm who found one third imp orosaent and 5 per -©at apparent

euro# the awparable figures !w» are 39 per cent and 9 per cent#

There is nothing in throe findings eosaperehl# to the 70 per cent

found to be symptom free in follitts short folios up an again the

dleeropanoies suggest grave differences 'in sampling, the follow

up in the present series is not long enough to compare with-

tellers finding of ifaprovwaent in over half hi© cases in later life#

; qhlaoiln.enio Dwlwxamtt*

Although in 13 -er cent the diagnosis of ©• thiso. hrenia

was seriously considered only in L of these 14 patienta did obvious
;

achisophrenia develop as fudged by this folio® up, Thus the

incidence in the group is about 5 per oeat comparing with 12 per

cent It filler* s series, and 10 per cent in Medina, both cental

hospital series, but differing from i-ollltt who found leae than

1 per cent in his folios? up of mostly out«»p®tieat oases.

In three of the four oases the development m& insidious,

over a period oi years, but diffeied from fuller's esses ia h&viiig

a poor out come# As in h sen" s oases obsessional syaftoas persisted

after the onset of frank sohiso-hrenio syrqptome, Only one of *he

patients showed paranoid ayoptoee whioh fosen found almost always,

Although conventionally most a'tention is paid to those

canes vhioh become rohlsophranlo the most interesting feature in

this group ie that the majority o those oonsi ©red possibly
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schisophrenic did not progress to frank. aohiaophvanio Illness And

that four of six not leuootooissd were in the larpmved category at

Mlw up, I .en it is considered that no enacts wore considered

doubtfully ecbiso forania initially unless <3i«; nostio disagreement

existed among senior staff and there ess a definite suspicion of

psychotic symptoms this finding le surprising* It must be

remembered hwever that some case®, doubtfully aohisopJisenio oa

sdatssioa, may have quickly shown definite schisophrenic syaptcr-®

sad were classified as such* J Van if this occurred it ws

probably a rars happening, in vim of oosa'e ftadi..g that only

3«5 F* aent of sohiso- h enic adminr-ions show obsessional sym, tor.ia,

?he ffee is of "reataanti

"lis results of leucotorjy ecsssj are unfavourably with p ovtoua

series (Partridge 1)50, lp,.ard, 1955 and 1556) but in view of the

chmaioity of .-est of the group and the larg® numbers shewing

"entrenched rituals*, rich wore held to be resistant to leucotoray

by Partridge, the results are surprisingly good* "-tore is^ortant
0

isi the foot that over half the classical compulsive cases improved

while in those not leuocto .isefi the prognosis was almost always

exceedingly poor# It would be tecapting to recommend that almost

all severs obsesr Icnsls showing no evidence of © phasic course

should be ieucotofsissd wwe it not that vany sets-to oaks an

adjustment to their continuing ey rto s and worfe in the community,

Nevertheless when distress to tie patient and his or her relatives

is serious and continuing the operation am be rwowssndsd,

especially in view of the rarity of severe personality. sTtlingil

hsre even with the standard a oration* ?hc rigid obsessional
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co on with then tl.*an differing, The factorial work o,. the

J 'yaenok school (©,g, Trouton and SSagptiU, 195?) show# that

obaee. looal illness li.es between the aeuroticisra end peycrbatietM

factors Isolated, There is consequently sufficient indirect

evidence to warrant the aoeuaptioo of a separate dimension of

obsessioaaliam, both the neuroticiaa - psyohoticiaa and the

dysthymic - listeria dimensions failing to account adequately

for this group of iatlouts,

**he Interaction of a nutaber of factors serves first to

explain the heterogeneity of the group and the uoubtful boundaries

existing in a number of directions. Only 60 per ocnt of the

present group could be considered in any way typical, the remainder

ill atrating the close relatione to aohiso>h enia, affective

i- psychosis, other neurosis and even to organic disease* Those

oases approaching psychosis eon be considered to be heavily weighted

with the psycho4-iaisa factor, those to other neurosis with the

general neurotic lor. factor, end so on, The miser divergences in
a

symptomatic expression orn be ex; lained in terns of different

weightings of obsessionalism and neurot'.elect, acted on by different

degrees of environmental stress#

Various findings «iggest the importance of genetic

fa.:;tors« the family histories, the high correlation between illness

®iid a certain type of personality, the presence of specific sytu tone

la childhood, and the constant low incidence In all aeries, let

the result© in the family histories and the obvious Importance of

precipitant* found here and in tudin's work, do not lead themselves

to any simple genetic explanation. It will be recalled that the
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family studies shewed en increased number ©f jsyohotio relatives,

e fair number of ueuratio relatives, but few outrightly obsessional

relations, and the* it was suggested that the last finding might
be explained by the failure to account for obsessional oreonalitiee

and mr the strict diagnostic criteria. If it la asruoed that the

three factors proposed have so..* genetic meaning and distinction,

then the findings om be ox, lained la testae of thesa, r"h©

psychotic relatives represent the origins of the psynhotieisa,

the neurotic ttsat of the neuroticism, while if obeessloaallsia Is

compounded of obeeaslonal ayssptaa fom and i.ereonallty traits, the

ar-sura, tion that some mt sure of the obsessional personalities as

well as «ttents in the family would be necessary to aeasure it

is an ported, hudln postulated a polygeaically determined p lumry

dysfUnotion showing continuous variation and affected tjy a variety

of precipitating factors, 5he resent formulation envisages a

similar inheritance with the factors stove all contributing to the

primary dyaf.«iotian",

As rlater {1943) demonstrated and as the present work

confirms there is a high correlation between the obsessional

personality end obsesslona3. Illness, the combination being clear

in about 80 per cent or oases, ; "later Ibund this ngnownt to be

higher than in any other torn of reaction. For thin reason then

the obsessional character deserves inclusion in the "obee* tonalisca"

f-'otor, the syoqptom ibra and the . ereoaality structure being so

clearly and closely interrelated, hen obseselonallam is high

and neurotic tea low the obsessional character will not succumb to

obsessional illness, although stress raay , novo-.e anxiety «y:a. *okisj
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le worth pointing oat liere that the area which his tteosy explains

raost plausibly, namely the ayaptom content, is that to which the

present f'ormalstion contributes nothing* Freud f&tamlt considered

that oboeuotonal neurosis was an unsolved problem and it saay 'be

that the two flir—Utllins are complementary* One oan envisage a

genetically grounded ptedispostioa on the basis of the above

f store interacting la a coastmt way with the events of infant

training, so that the content could develop in the way described

by paychoanalysis*

"he factors ooaoelved require confirmation by factorial

analysis or by the development of psychological test®, but even If

confirmed at that level, the task of giving them a genet leal,

pathological or biooi e ioal ■ asis e<-eaa at th<* .rose .t time insuper¬

ably difficult. Before the aetiology o: obsessional illness is

elucidated it is li oly that fundamental advances In th<~- basic

sciences - genetics anl neurophysiology in articular - will be

IMNHMOSSXy*

t*h© present study hen many deficiencies, partly due to

the normal difficulties of ol in ioal re eeroh end , artly due to the

oomplejeity of the subject* It -.aay also sees superficial in

.Measuring on?staple variables with orude clinics! criteria* ""he

any dynamic formulations o.i the pest having i -wed relatively sterile

and fundamental advances in aetiology eanstngly far distant it is

hoped that this descriptive study at least serves to clarify the

many problems involved in this difficult subject* When taers

fundamental r search oaea to our assistance at terupts at olinioal

rigour may prove eonpletaaotary to it sad he rewarded#.
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CASE At

A married wo nan with one child, admitted to hospital

aged 37. Her illness began when she was 21 when as a shorthand

typist she was seduced by her employer. She felt compelled to

repeat her prayers a certain number of times, the number increasing

until she spent several hours nightly on her knees. She had some

fears of germs and washed excessively but all her symptoms improved

within 3 months and her sole remaining symptom was her inability

to throw away any correspondence and old clothes. She remained

fairly well until aged 28 at which time she was serving in the

"s.A.A.F, On hearing that her grand mother had' had her leg

amputated she began to fear that something would happen to her

parents. She began to ruminate on death and to have to do many

everyday tasks 3 times or in multiple of 3, feeling that if she

omitted to do so harm would come to her parents, She felt compelled

to think who of her family she would choose to die were she forced

to make the choice. After a few months she was admitted to a

military psychiatric hospital and invalided from there. Her

symptoms persisted but diminished in severity and she married when

31 without her husband knowing of her illness. During these years

fears of contamination and compulsive handwashing had been present

arid after the oirth of her ciaid the year after her marriage they

became more prominent. Her husband moved house at her request,

so many parts of the old one having become untouchable. Until

admission her obsessions continued to worsen. She began to have

"horrible tho ghts", feeling compelled to wish that her son or

husband would die and then having to undo the thought by thinking

its opposite a certain number of times. She kept thinking of
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the phrase "27, red" (the date of her son's birth and her menstrual

loss) and had Images of her son besmirched with menstrual blood.

Before admission she had had 2 years psychotherapy and a

course of E.C.T. without improvement. She was treated for nine

months with ps; chotherajiy and lysergic acid diethylamide with

worsening of her symptoms and at the end of that time spent her
day between bed and the bathroom. She was totally disabled,

unable to touch door handles and taps, open letters received, or

write and post mail. She refused to wear new clothes or have her

hair out and stopped smoking and using makeup, all for fear of

contamination.

With standard pre-frontal leucotooy the only immediate

effects were adverse - she became outspoken and 'actless. She

left hospital against advice 4 months after operation, her

symptoms unimproved. She has been seen on two occasions since •

9 months and 2 years after operation. On the first occasion she

was overcheerful and denied any symptoms but her husband said that

slightly excessive handwashing persisted, although her symptoms had

vastly improved and she was able to run the house competently if

extravagantly, Two years after operation she had gained weight

and was working part time in a secretarial post. She said (and

her relatives confirmed) that all her rituals had gone and that the

only symptoms remaining were occasional feelings that she should

wash her hands again or check something. ><hen this happened she

told herself "not to be silly", and the feeling quickly want.

She had become less rigid in many ways and remarked that she had

recently fallen out with her mother, an obsessional personality

who was upset by her frequent rearrangements of the household
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furniture.

The oase Is unusual in the oomplstsness of recovery In

the presence, prior to operation, of many severe and some

entrenched rituals, and also illustrates the lengthy period that

may elapse befbre the full benefit of leucotomy became apparent*

V
V



CASS Bt

The patient was admitted to hospital at age of 30#

His parents were first cousins but there was no history of mental

illness in the family. The patient was the youngest by six years

of a family of four, and was a lonely child. Bven in pre-school

days he disliked discarding old clothes and when going to bed had

to arrange his clothes, particularly lis socks, in a set pattern

to ward off misfortune. 1 hen he first went to school he was so

upset and sick that he stopped at;ending and had a private tutor

for 2 years. On resuming school aged seven he felt different

from the other children, was bullied and felt that he was girlish

in appearance, but was always at the top of his class. Through¬

out his schooldays he disliked using public lavatories and was

overscrupulous about cleanliness. fie left school at 15 and took

private tuition for the University entrance examinations.

At this time one of his main Symptoms started. fie

began to fear that he might have had a blackout, during which he

had killed or attacked his teacher and had to return after lessons

to be sure that he was alive. His fears interfered with his

concentration and he failed his exams. He transferred to another

college where his fears continued but he finally passed sufficient

subjects to permit his entering a Technical College at the age of

20. By this time his fears of attacking people had become more

widespread and he was unable to be alone with one person and had

to take elaborate precautions to avoid such an occurrence. After

a few months at College he had to discontinue his studies because

of his symptoms and lived at home, trying to do simple jobs as a
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shop assistant from time to time but never being able to hold them

for more than a few months.

V/hen he was 23 he saw a dish smeared with blood that his

brother, a doctor, had been using in his practise and developed the

fear that he might swallow some blood or pieces of human flesh.

He started to use his own dishes, would not enter the kitchen, and

stopped eating meat and fish. He became frightened of using soap,

which might contain human fat, began to use an electric razor be¬

cause of his fear of cutting himself, and feared sharp Instilments,
__ T

so that he was unable to carry a pen. -ashing rituals developed

and he felt compelled to wash different parts of his body 4 times,

or in multiples of 4. He had to avoid doing anything five times

as this number seemed to him connected with harming people.

He had two years of Intensive psychotherapy from a lay

analyst at the end of which he was able to work as a shop assistant

for F-vna months, his longest period ever in employment, but then

his symptoms worsened. He resumed therapy for 4 years and was then

admitted for the first time to hospital, his symptoms unchanged.

He stayed only one night and left because of his fear of hospital

soap but returned in two months and stayed three weeks in hospital.

He did not settle in hospital and left Spain against advice. A

year later lie was at home, unemployed and unimproved.

During his stay in hospital he was pleasant, cheerful

and showed no signs of depression or schizophrenia, although he

became agitated and anxious if he was interfered with in the

slightest. Socially he was pleasant but aloof and mixed little.

He realised that his fears v/ere gro ndless and resisted some of
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them but was completely mastered by his fear of being alone with

a person and made no effort to resist it. He feared that his

illness would become worse and that he would lose his reason.

The case illustrates lewis's "submissive, vaoillating"

personality type with the gradual development of crippling symptoms

from childhood. At the time the patient was seen secondary gain
» <,

from his symptoms was obviousj because of his fear of being

alone with people or hurting them, he was unable to go out unless

accompanied by his mother or his brother, both of whom had over-

protected him in childhood and were forced to continue doing so.
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CASE 0:

The patient, a watchmaker aged 68 on admission, had

suffered from obsessional ruminations since the age of eighteen

but had been able to marry, raise a family and successfully run

a small business in a country town.

mhere was no family history of mental illness but his

parents were strict and religious and he was brought up in a

conventional and Victorian household. He was a shy, reserved

and awkward child and when he first left home aged 18 attending

meetings of a revivalist sect and became preoccupied with religious
i

matters. Gradually he began to spend more and more time worrying

about his religious doubts. He wondered whether he had a calling

to become a missionary. At this time he developed an impulse to

stand up in public places and "praise the Lord in song" and had

great difficulty in restraining himself.

In the following years his ruminations became still more

abstract; he developed a fear that he would live for ever and had

to think constantly of the implications; he felt compelled to

ponder the nature and situation of Hell,

During war service and the early years of his marriage

these thoughts were less commanding but always appeared in full

force when he encountered any difficulties, however small. His

first admission to hospital aged 34 followed was an exacerbation

of symptoms started by a trivial car accident. His symptoms at

that time centred around his business and his main line of

rumination became; "Was it true that socialism was Christ's will

and if that was so surely capitalism was against the will of the

Lord and it was wrong to make money in his business; but if he
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ceased to make money how could he sup:ort his family?" This

argument never exhausted itself and tormented him for years* He

developed a fear that he had made mistakes in his accounting and

was cheating the Treasury of income tax* Although he realised

his fear was groundless he falsefied his accounts on occasion

thereafter so that he would pay more tax than he should and once

sent the authorities an anonymous cheque as "conscience money"*

He stent three months in hospital at that time with

some improvement and his symptoms did not become crippling again

until following an attack of influenza at the age of sixty-three.

He then had five years of out-patient psychotherapy without

improvement and was admitted to hospital. E.C.T, brought no

improvement but he was able to leave hospital. He was readmitted

four years later, his symptoras unchanged in type and tentent and

died of a cerebro vascular accident in hospital at the age of

seventy two*

A typical obsessional ruminative state, illustrating

the fluctuating but unremitting type of course, and the influence

of environmental events on the symptoms. There was no evidence

in this case of the improvement with ageing noted by Mullerj

rathe the contrary.
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CASE P.

The patient, a single woman aged 26 on admission to

hospital, first consulted a psychiatrist at 14 because of enuresis,

a fear of enclosed spaces and a fear of being separated from her

motherj her symptoms having been severe enough to cause poor

attendance throughout her school days»

She was an only child and was raised by her cold, aloof

widowed mother. From early childhood she had food fads, a fear

of illness and nightmares in addition to her other symptoms.

Despite her symptoms she took an Art College Diploma and

worked as a silversmith and art teacher for 2 years before admission.

She was always serious, a perfectionist in her work and interested

in practical activities rather than intellectual ones. On starting

work she began to have vague fears of canoer and tuberculosis, and

developed a definite fear that she or her mother would be poisoned

by the chemicals used in her work and became unable to handle her

tools. On admission she was solitary, anxious, and realised that

her phobias were unfounded but ruminated constantly about them.

At that time she was considered to have a phobic rumin¬

ative illness and given psychotherapy and abreactlve techniques.

She improved suf iciently to resume work for a short time but in

the three years since then has spent most of the time in hospital,

incapacitated by her fear of harming herself and her mother and her

inability to go out of doors alone.

he now frequently refuses tablets because the nurse may

give her the wrong medicine and poison her. She fears that if she

goes out alone she may be overcome by an impulse to eat fungi, which
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may be poisonous. M times she does not consider these fears

unreasonable, oocasionally still she does. Despite E.C.T. and

courses of ataractics, her symptoms persist and despite all

efforts at rehabilitation she is more solitary and unable to face

leaving hospital. hen questioned closely under the influence of

methedrine she considers the majority of her fears to be real and

retains them'with a delusional intensity. She now spends her

day in solitary reeding, never speaking unless she is spoken to.

Her v/alk and speech have becoiae stilted and her manner of dress

and makeup slightly bizarre. Apart from anxiety she shows hardly

any emotion.

Her present condition illustrates olearly the borderland

between obsessional and delusional symptoms.
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CASE E.
I

A spinster of 49 had for the last year been obsessed

with the idea of finding out how things worked. Che spent her

whole day in taking electrical gadgets and furniture to pieces

to see how they were constructed. She was compelled to study

in detail the construction of her house and filled four large

notebooks with details of the arrangement of pipes, floorboards,

wiring and even bricks, spending several hours a day in the attic,

where these features were especially complicated.

Her family history was negative. She had never worked,

having to look after her elderly fa*her. She had had two previous

milder attacks lasting about three months - aged 25 and aged 42 -

during which she kept wondering about the "how and why of things",

and had always been of a rigid meticulous disposition, but fond

of gar.es, golf, and enjoying many social activities. Che was of

slim but muscular build and dressed and spoke in a masculine way.

On admission she was tense, overactive and loathe to

discuss her symptoms. She denied any fears causing her obsessional

activities but admitted that they were "sil y". She had lost

weight and frequently woke early or through the night but there was

no diurnal variation in her symptoms and she said that she was not

depressed. Intravenous amytal made her very tearful and she

disclosed that since the suicide of a neighbour two years ago she

had feared that she might commit suicide or ham some member of

her family, Under the drag's influence depression was obvious

and the patient told of crying at home and having constant feelings

of misery.
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E.C.T. produced a complete remission and a year

afterwards the patient remained symptom free*
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CAGE F. . . . W.

The patient v;as a 50 year old pharmacist, whose brother

suffered from paranoid schizophrenia. He had suffered from in¬

frequent grand mal seizures since 20 and had always been of a shy,

anxious disposition, lacking in confidence, although of above

average intelligence. His work record was poor because of his

personality failings, but obsessional symptoms did not commence

until his early forties when he developed a fear that he might

accidently have phenoberbitone on his hands. This quickly led

to elaborate washing and checking rituals in relation tc/d;ugs

in his employment. On admission to hospital further elaboration

of his symptoms had occurred and his compulsion to look carefully

at lampposts and his inability to handle coins, made him very

incapacitated. He improved temporarily with sedation but was

readmitted six years later unchanged and is at present in hospital,

E.E.G. is dysrhythmic and shows surprisingly a petit mal variant,

although only major seizures have been observed clinically. Pits

are now very infrequent and well controlled by anticonvulsants.

There seems to be no obvious relation between his epileptic ill¬

ness and the occurrence of obsessional symptoms and it is probable

that it is a chance association.
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CASE G#

The x-atient wee aged 47> single and a hairdresser# For

seven years prior to admission she had had a fear of cancer, follow¬

ing an operation her sister had at that time for a malignant growth#

This was her only symptom for several years and it was mild and not

incapacitating. One and a half years before admission she had a

subarachnoid haemorrhage which was treated by carotid ligature.

Thereafter there was a rapid and severe development of checking,

touching and washing rituals related to her c-.w«r pho-i" and on

admission her day was spent in oo&pl ex routines# Her mood was

labile, but for the most part she was facile and euphoric and

showed definite disturbance of concentration# Psychometric

testing showed a definite falling off in non-verbal intelligence

and E.E.G's showed slow activity consistent with an early organic

deterioration (MoAdam and Robinson, 1956 and 1957) • There

seems no doubt that in this case the cerebro vascular accident

and the carotid ligature had been material factors in releasing

severe obsessional symntoais.
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CASE H.

A woman aged 33 gave a history of illness dating from

her marriage at the age of 20* Her mother had in-patient treat¬

ment for a neurosis, apparently not obsessional, and a maternal

aunt and grandfather both were in mental hospitals with psychotic

illnesses. As a child she had feared dirt to a slight extent,

having attacks of panic from the age of six onwards if forced to

sit near anyone wearing dirty olothes. The patient considered

herself always to have been of a nervous disposition and attrib¬

uted it to the shock of witnessing an aunt's colltvyfs and death

in the lavatory at the age of four. From the time of her

marriage, and even more after the birth of her only child a year

later, she began to develop rituals based on her fears of dirt

and germs and of being contaminated by them. She made rules for

the running of the household, stipulating that all objects coming

into the house had to be washed or soaked in "Dettol". Her

husband, an indulgent and submissive man, sponged his shoes in

"Dettol" on returning from work and deposited all his loose change

in a bowl of disinfectant. He was compelled to carry out almost

as many rituals as his wife, who had great difficulty in shopping

because of her difficulty in handling money. She realised that

her obsessions were senseless but seemed to put up little resistance

to them. If her husband tried to remonstrate with her, or failed

to carry out any ritual, the patient had "hysterical" attacks in

which she became rigid and lay on the floor alternately screaming

and uttering "baby talk" while she rolled her eyes. She would

sulk and take to bed for several days at other times.
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She was treated in hospital aged 33 aged 3*> for short

periods and seen at the age of 42 when followed up. On both

admissions she was strikingly cheerful and showed no distress.

Her symptoms disappeared ve*y shortly after admission on eaoh

occasion without any treatment but recurred on discharge. At

follow up, it was discovered that she had spend a portion of each

year in a mental hospital or nursing hone in the six years that

had elapsed. She was al* ays pleasant but unwilling to discuss

her illness In any detail. She was a demanding patient with the

nursing staff and was with difficulty persuaded not to spend all

her days in bed.

There was no doubt at all that she was an h; eterical

personality and that she had hysterical "fits" yet she showed a

severe and typical ayatematised obsessional illness and used these

symptoms menipulatively to tyrannise her husband. A variety of

treatments inclusing chlorpromaalne, a long course of lyserio acid

diethylamide and several courses of E.C.T, had failed to infl ence

tor symptoms and she was still having out patient treatment when
f

seen at follow up.
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AFPBIDIXII
ELESTRQENCKPfALOGRAHHOHDIDIli&S(1)

Diagno¬

AhHA

TH3S2AAHELTA

BETA

Case

stic Group

o.p.s

m.v.

I

Distrib¬ ution

Amount

Amount

Otherfeatures: Comments*

D.W.P

I

9-11

45

90

Little

Rare

Rare

Normalrecord.

G.M.P

I

9-11

30

?5

Random theta

I50

Slight excess

Normalrecord.

P.J,F

I

8-11 unstable

40

40

Not apparent
Dominant

I50

Normalrecord.

M.U.F

I

10-12 unstable

50-55

20

Not aparent
Slight excess

Normalrecord.

M.L,P

I

9-12 unstable

15

12

v'ery little

Onlyobvious becauseof rarityofotherlow rhythmsra»v.
Dysrhythmia. 6c.p.s.bursts withoverbreathing

G.M,M

I

8-11

20

50

Random I50

Slight excess lowm.v.
Slight,low m.v.

Normalrecord.

S.FJf

I

11

15

10

None

Tow,irreg¬ ular.

dominant

Normalrecord.

S.M.F

I

10-11

25

30

Hone

Dominant

Lownuv.

Normalrecord.

M.S.F

I

11-12

15

30

Low random

Slight excess

Dominant

2"alpha m.v.

Normalrecord.

J.BtF

I

8-11 unstable

25

30

Central

~race

Lowvolt¬ age<
Fast continuous
Distinctdysrhythmi: slowingwithover breathing,Vhole recordmildlydysrhy thmic.



BIDS^OHTCEPHALOCrRAHHCFEI?DI:rGS(2)
Diagno¬

ALPHA

rr***&delta

BETA

Case

stic Group

c.p.s.m.v.
X

Distrib¬ ution

Amount

Amount

Otherfeatures: Comments.

J.W.F

I

11

30

5°

General

1'race

Continuous fast.

lodera1e amount

Normalrecord.

F.W.F

I

10

12

15

Not

seen

Verylow m.v.

Moderate

Normal

F.C.F

I

11

25

25

General

low

Ixedfast
andslow.

Continuous,
,Normal.

L.R.F

I

10

15

15

General

low

Mixedfast andslow

Continuous,
,Normal.

E.O.F

I

9-10

35

90

General

low

1.1ixedfast andslow

Continuous,
,Normal.

S.S.F

I

10

35

80

Not

seen

Towto.v.

Moderate

Normal.

N.H,F

I

8-12

25

15

GeneralLow ContinuousABursts
Highindex offast.

Abnormal-generalised synchronousdysrhythmi< bursts.

H.WM

I

~10

20

?5

Slight

Mediumamount fast.

Normal

S.H,#

2

9-11

35

85

Slightexcess randomtheta

\

Incons}-icuous

Veryfew"sharp"waves increasedbyover- breathing.Mild dysrhythmia.

R.D.M

2

9-12

12

30

Slightexcess randantheta

Moderate

Fast

Normalrecord.

J.C.F

2

8-9

U5

80

General.
Lowvolt¬ agetheta

HighI.

Fast

Normalrecord.

O.M.F

2

9-10

20

20

Notapparent
Moderate

Slow

Normal.



ETJEG^mOE-ICEHlALOGIUHIIOFIHDIHGS(3)
Diagno¬

alfha

the2a&dtiju.

bejca

Case

stic Group

C«p«C3«
.m.v.

I

Distrib¬ utionAmount

Amount

Otherfeatures: Comments.

M.c,f

3

8-10

35

95

I oderate
Generaltheta
Moderateamount

Onegeneralisedsynchron¬ ousabnormalburst. Definitelyabnormal.

m.m.f

4

9

45

95

Moderate
Generaltheta

Slight

Borderlineappearanceof slowactivity.Normal.

j.bjt

4

9

25

35

v*race theta

low,fast,between alpharuns.

Normal.

j.c,m

5

9

45

100

Randomtheta anddysrhythmic
Xneons]iicuos

Rareburstsofspike wave.Abnormal.-Petit Maivariant.Knownto havemajorseizures.

e.B,f

5

7

35

80

General,continu¬ ousmoderate

Moderate

EarlyDementia.Slower alphaandgeneralised thetaanddelta. Abnormal.

c.h.m

5

8-9

50-60

95*

^racetheta general

Slight

Normalrecord.

i.t,f

5

11-13

10

15

Slighttheta frontalareas

High

Fast.Index.
Normal-localisedtheta insufficientforabnormal¬ ity.

e.tf.f

5

11-12

50

50

Slightexcess theta

Moderate.High voltage.

Normal.


